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Mtierray Ledger & Times
Murray,Ky.,Saturday Afternoon,September 10,1977

Man Injured
In Accident
man, Tommy Valentine,
A

Puryear
19, was seriously injured in a one-car
accident on U. S. 641 S. about 2 a. m.
this morning according to Calloway
County Sheriff's Department officials.
Deputy Ted Alexander said that
Valentine's car apparently ran off the
road and hit a ditch, causing it to flip
over, pinning Valentine in the car.
The Jaws of Life were called to the
scene and Murray -Fire,_ Department
personnel freed Valentine from the
wreckage. Valentine was treated at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
later transferred to a Paducah hospital.

Enrollment Set
For Adult Program
Persons interested in the free
program of Adult Basic Education to
begin in Calloway County on Monday,
Sept. 12, may enroll for the Monday
and Tuesday evening classes by simply
making a telephone call or attending
the first class session.
They may call Larfr Paschall at
Calloway County High School(753-5479)
or report for the firsttlass at 6 p. m in
the library at the high school on College
Farm Road on Monday.
Carol Sloan, mathematics and
science teacher at the high school, will
teach the classes from 6 to 9 p. m. Individualized instruction will be offered
in reading, science, mathematics,
social studies,English,and study skills.
Any Calloway County resident 16
years of age or older who does not have
a high school diploma and is not in
school may enroll now,or at any time
during the year to continue or to
complete educational objectives.
Cooperating with the county school
system on the adult education project
are the Adult Basic Education Unit in
the Bureau of Instruction of the Kentucky Department of Education and
Murray State University.
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Med Student Now
Studying in Murray
Mrs. Eleanor Asher, senior medical
student at the University of Louisville,
is now studying with Dr. Hal Houston of
Murray. Mrs. Asher is formerly from
Benton and presently resides at 953
Cherokee Road in Louisville. She is
married and has one child. She is on a
six week clinical rotation in conjunction
with the Jackson Purchase Area Health
Education System.
"The primary purpose of the Area
Health Education System is to create
an educational thrust in the
Commonwealth pointed toward solving
problems of health manpower
distribution and effectiveness," a
spokesman said. "AHES is a program
of the Council on Higher Education and
is funded by the Commonwealth of
Kentucky.
Mrs. Asher is in the Purchase via the
Rural Health Preceptorship grant from
the University of Louisville which was
approved by the local JP-AHES board
on March 30,1977, and by the Council on
Higher Education on May 4,1977.
Ms. Asher is the first of several
medical students who will be doing a
clinical rotation in the Purchase area,
according to Pam Garland, JP-AHES
coordinator. Dr. Houston will have
several students during the coming
year as will Dr. Charles Clark, and Dr.
Gene Cook,she added.

"V Smithsonian Consultant Confers
With Wrather Hall Museum Panel
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By L. J. HORTIN
Dr. Frank A. Taylor, Museum
Consultant, who has been associated
with the Smithsonia Institution in all
levels of museum positions since 1922,
was on the Murray State campus this
week to assist in the planning for the
renovation of Wrather Hall for a
Jackson Purchase Museum.
Mule on the campus, Dr. Taylor
conferred with a "special subcommittee" appointed by MSU
President Constantine Curris to work
on the Wrather Hall project. Members
of the sub-committee are: Dr. Ken
Harrell, chairman; Walt Apperson, A.
W.Simmons Jr., Mrs. Betty Lowry, Dr.
Ray Mofield, and Dr. I.. J. Hortin.
Paducah architects, Gresham and
Kerr, John Keeling Associates, have
been selected to "program" the
renovation project for Wrather Hall at
Murray State. David Schwaltz of the
Kentucky Historical Society, Frankfort, had previously met with the
Murray State Committee to consider
'preliminary steps in establishing the
museum,.
• Dr. Taylor, who has his bachelor's
degree in mechanical engineering from

Three Named To
Production Cast

HOW IT FEELS — Jerry Bolls, center, and Vernon Gantt, right, found out
Thursday at the Rotary Club meeting how difficult it is to eat when you are
blind. Shown with Club President A. W.Simmons, Jr., they were blindfolded
by Program chairman Ralph Hausman and participated in a dramatic
demonstration during the luncheon period of some of the problems and
obstacles the handicapped face every day. Other Rotarians were on crutches, in wheelchairs, or permitted the use of only one hand as part of the
Photo by M.C. Garrott
simulation demonstration.

Drug Program To Be Aired
Panel members are: State Sen
A television program entitled
Richard Weisenberger of Mayfield; Dr
"Drugs: A Community Issue" coTerry Foreman, coordinator of
sponsored by the Murray-Calloway
religious studies at Murray State; and
County Council on Drug Education and
Dr. Stephen Glenn, director of the
the Murray-Calloway County Alcohol
National Drug Abuse Center
Council will be shown on MSU-TV at 6
Washington, D.C.
p.m. Thursday,Sept. IS.
include
members
Audience
Funded by a grant of $1,857 from the
counselors, high school and collegt
Kentucky Humanities Council, the
students, educators, civic leaders
project was produced in the studios of
attorneys, clergy, law enforcement
MSU-TV on the campus of Murray
personnel, a pharmacist, a
State University. Allan Stout, a Murray
councilman, a county senior citizer
State student, was the director of the
coordinator,and a speech therapist.
one-hour and 45-minute show.
Fred Neff, president of the drug 14.- Among them are Willard Ails, Alar.
Blaustein, Marilyn Booth, Geneva
council, and Bill Porter, president of
Brownfield, Sid Easley, Dennis Hift
the alcohol council, were the producer
Robert Glin Jeffrey, Carol Julian, Bettj
and assistant producer respectively of
Lowry, Fred Morton,Emily Porter, Dr
the program. Neff also served as
Frank Robinson, Dr. Jack Ro-,
moderator.
Raymond Sims, Mrs. Clyde Stuns4
The program, which includes a 60Steve West,and Dave Willis.
minute panel presentation and 45
Kentucky educational Televisl •
minutes of questions from a selected
(KET) will telecast the par
audience, may be seen by cablevision
presentation on its network at 3 pro
patrons on Channel 11 in Murray and
Saturday,Oct. 1.
Channel 4 in Mayfield.

Johnm Cannon, Jana Jones, and
Barbara Kemper of Murray and
students at Murray State University.
have been selected as cast members for
-Hot I. Baltimore,' the first major
production of the year by the University
Theatre
Cannon. the son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Cannon of 1110 Sycamore, is a junior
majoring in speech and theatre and
minoring in pOlitical science. He is a
member of the College Itepubficans and
the Sock. and Buskin Drama Club. He
Atli play th.i role of Bill Lewis in the
production Drt
Miss 'Jones is the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Donald E. Jones of 1608 Keenland
Drive. She is a senior majoring in
theatre and elementary education. She
is a member of Alpha Chi and Alpha
Lambda Delta honor societies. She will
play the role of Millie.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
Kemper of Cadiz. Route 3, Miss
Kemper' will play "the girl' in the
production. She is a junior majoring in
theatre and minoring in speech.
"Hot 1. Baltimore" is a three-act
comedy by playwright Lanford Wilson.
It concerns an old hotel about to be torn
down and the situation's effects,on the
hotel's residents. The play was chosen
the best play in New York City during
the 1972-73 season
Under the direction of Robert E.
Johnson.the play w ill 1,e performed at 8
p. m. each evening at the University
Theatre in the Dries' Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
Admission is f2.50 plus tax or by
season ticket, which is 58 40. Tickets
may be obtained by contacting' the
University. Theatre.

TO APPEAR HERE — The Soviet Goergian Dancers and the Tbilisi Polyphohic Choir will appear in Murray on Sun'

day, October 9 at 830 p.m. under the auspices of the Murray Civic Music Association. After their triumphant 19-4

the
U. S.' debut tour, this extraordinary ensemble'of dancers, singers and musicians was hailed by Clive Barnes of
Loveit
New York Times as "one of the [peat dance ensembles in the wotld." The coot rt here will be held at
Auditorium.

Frank A. Taylor, Washington, D. C.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
is a friend and associate of Dr. F. C.
Pogue, Murray State graduate, now
affiliated with the Smithsonian Institute and George C. Marshall
Foundation. Dr. Taylor has the J. D.
degree from Georgetown University
Law School.
At the Smithsonian, Dr. Taylor has
been curator, division of engineering,
U. S. National Museum; head curator..
department of engineering and Industries, U. S. National Museum;
assistant director, director of the U. S.
National Museum and director-General
of Museums, Smithsonian Institution.
Presently an adviser and a museum
consultant, Dr. Taylor led the planning
and wrote the program of reqtirements
for the building for the National
Museum of History and Technology. He

directed and developed the curatorial
staff and research programs as well as
the exhibition and educational activities of this museum, which has had
more than 5,000,000 visitors a year since
its opening.
Dr. Taylor is known professionally
and nationally for his surveys and
services not only with the Smithsonian
Institution but with such organizations
as National Museum of Iran, UNESCO:
Ministry of Education, Thailand ( Ford
Museum,
Bishop
Foundation);
Honolulii; International Council of
Museums; and the fiational Trust for
Historic Preservation.
At the Smithsonian he is now participating as adviser in a study of
collections growth and management.
He previously assisted in obtaining
enactment of the National Museum Act
and administered the program under it.
After inspecting Wrather Hall, Dr.
Taylor suggested to Dean Harrell that
the committee should formulate a
comprehensive statement of the purposes of the project, available facilities,
scope of the proposed museum, and the
area and publics to be served.
Formal beginning of the movement to
"save Wrather Hall" began with a
Murray Ledger & Times article and
editorial on May 8, 1974. In July, 1975,
the Old Normal School Building
( Wrather Hall) was added to the
National Register of Historic Places by
the U. S. Department of Interior's
National Parks Service.
Although no commitments have been
made as to specific components of the
museum, Taylor concurred with the
committee in the idea that the exterior
of Wrather Hall would not be materially
changed. This is a provision of the
National Register's acceptance of the
building as a Historic Place.
At the committee meeting, it was
stressed that the museum should be
flexible in its structure to allow for
growth and local development.

Three Arrested
In Dexter Raid
Three persons were arrested last
night as the result of a raid conducted
by the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
According to Deputy Ted Alexander,
Earl Ciprdon, Rt. 1, Dexter, was
charged with possession of alcohol for
resale in dry option territory.
that officers
Alexander said
confiscated 186 cans of beer, 17 pints of
whiskey and six half-pints of whiskey in
the raid.
according to
Also arrested
Alexander, were Ron King and Frankie
Colson who were both)charged with
public intoxication.
All three are currently in Calloway
County Jail, Alexander said.

Display On MSU
Now In Bank Lobby

n•

Volume 98 No. 215
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In Our 98th Year

A large, colorful display, depicting
the activities and programs of the six
colleges at Murray State University has
been placed in the lobby of the Bank of
Murray for a one-wk exhibit.
The display, prepared by Barry
.Johnson, the university's photographer
in the Office of Information and Public
Services, recently won the top award in
its division at the ,Banana Festival in
Fulton. It has been scheduled • for
exhibits in banks, libraries and at
special events across West Kentucky
during the coming school year.
The public is invited to. view the
exhibit during the coming week- at the
bank.

of Mr.
FARM BUREAU KING AND QUEEN — Kenneth Paschall, right, son
_Mrs.
and Mrs. Carves Paschall, and Tammy Feltner, left, daughter Of Mr. and
named
were
School,
High
County
James Feltner, both seniors at Calloway
they
as King and Queen of the Calloway County Farm Bureau for this year.
November
will represent Calloway County at the First District contest on
University.
14 at 7:00p. m. at the Student Center Auditorium, Murray State
Feltner.
Last year's Calloway queen, in Beth Norwood, crowned Miss
place
second
was
Stone,
Bobby
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Beverly Stone, daughter of
contest.
queen
the
winner in
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The Murray High Tigers posted their second win of the
season last night by rolling over Fulton County 4?-0 before
a large home crowd. For a complete report on thdgame as
well as other sports action, see today's Sports Section,
pages 6 and 7.
The "triple-A" rating which provides relatively low
interest rates municipalities is examined by AP columnist
John Cuniff in today's "Business Mirror" on the Opinion
Paige., page 4.
••••

mostly fair
Mostly fair today and'tonight
with slight chance of rain. High
today jh the mid 80s, low tonight
in the mid 60s. Fair to partly
cloudy tomorrow. High tomorrow
in the upper 80s.
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To Be Married

Ephraim McDowell Cancer
Network Receives Grant

-04611Cat
"
Teen Drivers: A
Ghostly Warning
By Abigail Van Buren
977

,1
The Ch.cagolruee NY News S,

DEAR ABBY: Last summer you wrote something that
virtually saved my life —and maybe the lives of many
others. I had just gotten my driver's license and that
column really opened my eyes. I think about it every time I
turn on the ignition in my car.
I am enclosing it. Please run it again. And run it every
year for those kids who may have missed it.
LOVES LIFE AT 18
DEAR LOVES: Seldom has a column made such an
impact as the one to which you refer. I shall repeat it with
pleasure:
PLEASE GOD,I'M ONLY 17
The day I died was an ordinary school day. How I wish I
had taken the bus! But I was too cool" for the bus. I
remember how I wheedled the car out of Mom. "Special
favor," I pleaded,"All the kids drive." When the 2:50 bell
rang. I threw all my books in the locker. I was free until
8:40 tomorrow morning! Iran to the parking lot, excited at
the thought of driving a car and being my own boss. Free!
It doesn't'matter how the accident happened. I was
goofing off—going too fast. Taking crazy chances. But I
was enjoying my freedom and having fun. The last thing I
remember was passing an old lady who seemed to be going
awfully slow. I heard the deafening crash and felt a terrific
jolt. Glass and steel aew everywhere. My whole body
seemed to be turning inside out. I heard myself scream.
Sudoenly I awakened; it was very quiet. A police officer
was standing over me. Then I saw a doctor. My body was
mangled, I was saturated with blood. Pieces of jagged
glass were sticking out all over. Strange that I couldn't feel
anything.
Hey, don:t pull that sheet over my head. I can't be dead.
I'm only 17. I've got a date tonight. I am supposed to grow
up and have a wonderful life. I haven't lived yet. I can't be
dead.
Later I was placed in a drawer. My folks had to identify
me. Why did they have to see me like this? Why did I have
to look at Mom's eyes when she faced the most terrible
ordeal of her life? Dad suddenly looked like an old man. He
told the man in charge. "Yes, he is my son."
The funeral was a weird experience. I saw all my
relatives and friends walk toward the casket. They passed
by, one by onelpuidJooked at me with the saddest eyes I've
ever seen. Some of my buddies were crying. A few of the
girls touched my hand and sobbed as they walked away.
Please...somebody...wake me up! Get me out of here. I
can't bear to see my Mom and Dad so broken up. My
grandparents are so racked with grief they can barely
walk. My brother and Meters are like zombies. They move
like robots. In a daze, evelybody! No one can believe this.
And I can't believe it, either.
Please don't bury me! I'm not dead! I have a lot of living
to do! I want to laugh and run again. I want to sing and
dance. Please don't put me in the ground. I promise if you
give me just one more chance, God, I'll be the most careful
driver in the whole world. All I want is one more chance.
Plane, God, I'm only 17!

The Ephraim McDowell
Community Cancer Network,
Inc., and the University of
Kentucky, together have
received a $135,081 grant from
the National Cancer Institute
(NCI) tp plan a cooperative
environmental cancer
program.
"This important funding,"
said UK President Otis
Singletary, "will be used to
coordinate the research of a
number of state and regional
agencies into the causes,
prevention and control of
cancer as it relates to environmental factors."
More than 80 per cent of
cancers are in some way
related to our environments,
according to estimates from
NCI and other ogranizations,
said Dr. David M. Goldenberg, McDowell Network
executive director. Cancercausing substances are
suspected of being in our air,
water,food,clothing, places of
work
and
the
home,
Goldenberg added.
The McDowell Network,
through district cancer
councils encompassing 71
Central and Eastern Kentucky
counties, links up community
health providers with the
facilities of UK to provide
fiss Barbara Ruth Howard
programs in cancer diagnosis,
Miss Bàbara Ruth Howard, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. treatment and information at
the local level. It is a nonRobert Howard, Ryan Avenue, Murray, will
be married to
profit organization with
William E. Carden, son of Mr. and Mrs. William
D. Carden,
headquarters at 915 S.
Oak Ridge,Tn.,on Saturday,October 8,in
Louisville.
Limestone Street, Lexington.
Miss Howard attended Murray State University
where she
Under the "umbrella" of the
was a member of Alpha Gamma Delta
Social Sorority, and
McDowell Network's
graduated from the Art Institute of Atlanta. with a
degree in
educational and service
Fashion Merchandising.
capabilities, collaborative
Mr. Carden is the catering and banquet sales manager
for
programs ,will be developed
the Hyatt Regency, Knoxville, Tn. He graduated from
the
with the state departments of
Universtiy of Tennessee where he was a member of Phi
Delta
Labor, Natural Resources,
Theta social fraternity.
Human Resources and district
health depot iments; and the
UK Albert B. Chandler
Medical Center, College of
Agriculture,
School
of
Biological Sciences, Institute
Frances Drake
for Mining and Minerals
Research, Sanders-Brown
FOR SUNDAY,SEPTEMBER 11, 1977
Research Center on Aging,
aggravating complexities
What kind of day will
Research
Design
and
elsewhere. Knowing what to do
tomorrow be? To find out what
and say at the appropriate
the stars say, read the forecast
moment will be your key to
given for your birth Sign.
handling all situations. Think!

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Additionally, to provide a
base
for
further
environmental cancer studies
relating to cancer prevention
and control, the McDowell
Network is developing a
tumor registry for cancer
tracking
and
follow-up
treatments, and outreach
programs in
diagnosis,
detection and treatment.
"A coordinated, comprehensive program in environmental cancer would
strengthen cancer control
programs statewide," said
Dr. Goldenberg. "Data
collected on existing state
programs will be interlocked
with
national and
international programs and
services in environmental
cancer to plan monitoring and
control of cancer-causing
substances."
The $135,081 grant is the
second
major
funding
received by the McDowell
Network in recent weeks. Last
month, the NCI awarded the
network $812,168 to fund four
new programs in cancer
education, detection and
prevention.

Let's Stay Well

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Independence of thought and
action should be stressed now.
But don't arbitrarily reject
unusual ideas. A fresh
viewpoint could give your efforts better direction.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Though yours is not usually a
passive nature, you COULD
place yourself behind the front
lines through modesty. A bit of
self-press-agentry wouldn't
hurt a bit.
GEMINI
Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abigail Van Buren, 132 (May 22 to June 211
Wide horizons are your
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a dimension. But don't do as the
Geminian so often does —
long, self-addressed,stamped 124f1 envelope.
begins with brilliance, then lose
interest. Masterful strokes can
be yours now, if you'll just stick
to your projects.
DRIVE
DF:p
‘
it
c- eat
te
CANCER
(June 72 to July 23) 6
(
)
2
Group
activity
highly
Open 7:00 Start 7:30
favored. Stars indicate this is
the time for you to make some
Thru Sat.
exciting new contacts.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4/24
Personal relationships
"The
governed by beneficent inBodyguards"(R)
fluences. A day in which you
can successfully combine
business and pleasure.
VIRGO
"Forced To
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Fight"(R)
Some complicated situations
now call for careful discussion,
mediation between opposing
R.
Plus "Girls
Each Feature
parties, a shift in positions.
Shown Once Nitely
Handle all with your innate
In Trouble"(R)
foresight and discretion. „
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) /in
Make allowances for the
4
errors of others to insure easier
cooperation from family,
friends, associates. Don't let
impatience get the better of
you.
011 .41 ell AV INN 41111S
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) "L'eli
'
r
11/.1 MINNELII
Mixed planetary influences.
tfLI ItNIL(
You may be uncertain as to how
"tWlLt
to proceed at times. But take
NAW'r(
.;-‘
time to think things out. Haste
or impulsiveness could further
complicate situations.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Dory Thur.
This could be a day of great
Held Over
personal achievement. Aim to
Sun.-2:30,7:30
attain goals you have set for
Mon-Thur.7:30 Only i
&2:30Sun.
yourself, but don't expect the
Fri.hSat.-7:M.9:55 )
unreasonable.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VW
r.ol n• IS'
This day may be a challenge
',..1•OuGo,
to your adaptability. Throw in
your lot with those who oppose
you, if there is no other way to
achieve your ends.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19).,
You may soon have to eagage
in a battle of wits. Investigate,
to be sure you have all the facts.
Held Over
To face an opponent unprepared
7 15,9 10
would be folly.
25
7 ),92
&2 10 Sun
PISCES
&2 30 Sun
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You will face improving
conditions in some areas,

(6)

Biostatistics
Laboratory,
Animal
Diagnostic
Laboratories, and Kentucky
Tobacco and Health Research
Institute.
Envjronmental cancer
research projects currently
underway
through
the
resources of UK include:
— biological effects of
tobacco;
— water, land and air
pollution from high energy
coal conversion projects;
— occupational
and
.population
exposure
to
hazardous industrial wastes•
and processes;
— biological effects of insecticides, herbicides and
pesticides;
— biological effects of
aging;
— studies of malignancy in
throughbred horses and farm
animals.

ekV
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YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly affable individual who
makes many friends in life —
and keeps them. You have a
delightful sense of humor and
are insatiable in your quest for
knowledge. Endowed with a gift
for words, you would make an
outstanding writer. Brilliant in
argument and debate, you could
also excel as a lawyer or
statesman. Unlike many
Virgoans, you may not care for
business as a career but, if
forced into it by circumstances,
could make a good go of it
through your persistence,
patience and willingness to
work, hard at anything you
undertake. You are very
exacting — with yourself and
other. Try to curb a tendency
toward censoriousness and
disillusionment when others do
not live up to your lofty ideals.
Birthdate of: James Thomson,
poet;'William Sydney Porter
(0. Henry), Amer. short story
writer.

Breaking The Smoking Habit
advises that the most effective arguments against
smoking to be presented to
the public are:
— "Smoking is self-multilotion on the installment
plan since any smoker
must expect to suffer damaging health effects sooner
or later.
— "Smoking is drug use,
often even drug dependence.
— 'Smoking is antisocial, since its ultimate
cost is considerably higher
than tax income derived
from tobacco..This cost is
borne by'both nonsmokers
and smokers.
— 'Smoking is environmental pollution — the
most important factor in
indoor air pollution."
If you are hobked on
tobacco smoking, you have
a potentially dangerous
habit. No easy ways are
known to break it. A
forthright decision to stop
is essential. As I have
mentioned before, even a
period in the hospital under controlled conditions
might be a sensible beginning, even if financially
costly.

By FJ L Blasingame, M.D.

Q:
Mr. S.G.
asks
whether any recent progress has been made in the
evaluation of chewing gum
containing nicotine and in
tobacco substitutes in cigarettes to aid a person in
breaking the smoking habit.
A: As I reported some
months ago, nicotine chewing gum (NCG) has been
tested in European countries, notably in Sweden,
for a number of years.
Investigators found a high
frequency of relapse when
the supply of NCG was cut
off. About one-fourth of
persons using the nicotine
chewing gum abstained
from smoking after a
treatment period of one
year, even with the dose of
MORRISON GIRL
nicotine reduced in the
Angela Heather is the name
gum during the second six
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. James
months.
Morrison of Murray Route
Unfortunately, the NCG
Three for their baby girl,
was abused, particularly
weighing eight pounds 4'2
by children and youths,
ounces, born on Wednesday, some to the point of intoxication -with nicotine. It is
August 31, at 9:07 a. m. at the
not known whether those
Murray-Calloway
County
who were nonsmokers and
Hospital.
who used NCG were more
They
have
another
prone to become smokers
daughter, Jennifer Gail, age
after using this special
seven. The father is employed
gum. As a result, the reby Boggess Chevrolet pt
searchers recommended
Cadiz.
that NCG become availGrandparents are Mrs. Lala
able only by prescription
Morrison of Murray Route
from a physician for a
Three and Mr. and Mrs.
specific person.
Charlie Parrish of Murray
Tobacco
substitutes
Route Six. Great grandhave not proved popular,
parents are Mr. And Mrs
such as the recent efforts
Lanis Phillips of Almo.
to market cigarettes containing a mixture of nontoMILLER GIRL
bacco material with tobacMr. and Mrs. David Miller
co. The effects of carbon
monoxide (burning of the
of Farmington Route One are
content without adequate
the parents of a baby girl,
oxygen) remain, and ,the
Angel Faith, born on Thurcarcinogenic tendency of
sday, August 4, at the Murray.
complex
smoke
the
Calloway County Hospital
remains, even if reduced.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer C. Miller of The lower the nicotine cow.
tent, the greater the taRdMayfield and Mr. and Mrs
ency to increase the nudtWilliam E. Watts of Sedalia
ber of cigarettes that are
smoked. In other words,
JONES BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Don Jones, nicotine absorption is the
key to satisfaction in toSouth Fulton, Tn., announce
bacco smoking.
the birth of a boy, Richard
In a recent publication,
Don, weighing eight pounds
American Cancer Sod'the
twd ounces, born on Tuesday.
2ty (ACS) summed up the
September 6, at the Hillview
situation this way: 'In genHospital, Fulton.
eral, drugs have not shown
Grandparents are Mr. and
any lasting effects in
Mrs. L. A. Jones of Murray
smoking
cessation
and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
programs.'
Ferrell of Hickman.
One writer for the ACS

-1
A7-1360a.

SERVING AS OFFICERS of the Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club for this dub year are, left to
right, Zula Sykes, treasurer, Effie Vaughn, chairman,
Charlotte Hammack, secretary, Myrtle Douglass, first
vice-diairman, and Billie Hall, second vice-chairman,
who were hostesses for the first luncheon meeting held
September 1 at the club house. Peggy Billington,general
dub president, reviewed the responsibilities of the local
Advisory Board and the executive board as well as how
the ten departments are interrelated, discussed the club
budget for 1977-78, and recommended that the sale of
the Murray Woman's Club cookbook be encouraged in
order to kelp defray the club's expenses. Bonnie Jones,
general first vice-president, discussed the district, state,
and national organizations. Cecilia Brock, general
second vice-president, reviewed the contests open
to
club members and non club members. Mas. Vaughn
announced the Audubon District Garden Club meeting
would be held September 29 at Lake Barldey Lodge.

Your Individual
Horoscope

7Pe

Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY,SEPTEMBER
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign,
ARDS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er
Give special attention to
statements which seem to sway
you considerably. Look deep for
real meanings; do not settle for
anything which even hints at the
dubious. TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Keep
personal
affairs
separate from business activities -Ani you will be less
bothered by dispute, turmoil.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
You willwill now have a chance to
display your ingenuity: Accept
the invitation to stride forward
with new vigor. Don't let little
annoyances provoke.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) etiC)
Fine lunar influences. Plan
your course of action early.
Your perception is acute, so be
prepared to use gainful ideas to
your advantage.
LEO
i24W*I
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ,
Look for trends early. Things
may not be as you expected last
week. Some situations are
changing obviously, others
subtly. Be careful to avoid

tlit17

WM.

VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IP%
Dedication to obligations will
pay big dividends — especially
when you have resisted the
temptation to veer off. Inventiveness, originality stimulated
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Much competition indicated.
Don't think too long before
taking due action but neither
forge ahead impulsively.

-A-rl

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. M)
Avoid risks and „impulsiveness. Make no hasty
decisions and curb spending. Be
especially careful to study your
budget if making travel plans.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Your stock goes up now. High
praise — and commensurate
reward — indicated for job
matters well handled.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Avoid present tendencies to
scatter energies and to start too
many things at one time.
Neither enter into new activities
without thorough investigation.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Personal relationships under
excellent aspects. You can now
combine business and pleasure
to practical advantage.
PLSCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Review winning methods ot
the past. Use again, with added
flair, enthusiasm. Some "inside
information" will prove extremely useful.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with fine intellect,
great versatility and lofty
ambitions. You like people and
get along with most but are
adamant in your likes and
dislikes; unyielding in your
beliefs and principles. With
your many talents, there is a
wide variety of fields in which
you could succeed career-wise,
but notably in literature and the
theater. You are also attracted
to mechanics and have a flair
for invention; would make a
brilliant lawyer or statesman
, or, if you learn to curb your
' tendency to be overexacting
with those under your supervision, would make an outstanding teacher.

i.,--........X)1=4
SCOTT DRUG 7
1205 Chestnut Street

Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon Til 6 P. M.

InrgitITZT

Dr. Conrad H. Jones
and

Dr. Gene Cook
Obstetrics and Gynecology
are moving to a new location

305 South 8th St.
Directly across the street from the hospital effective

Sept.411,1977
753-1340
Telephone 753-9300 Nights

a

40#
4
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moot
wax..
11,„L.-•.. COMMUNITY
CAT ENDAR
41 1001

Saturday,September 111
The roadside sale at Deward
Chapel Church, Highway 94
East, will continue starting at
eight a. m.
Saturday, September 10
Four wheel.drag racing will
be at the Jaycee Fairgrounds
at seven p.m.

Monday, September 12
Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Vicki
Kloke, 405k4 North Fourth
Stre
4ztjt seven p.m.

Night Visual, lit hour drive
searching for elusive wildlife,
will start at Center Station,
Land Between the Lakes, at
8.30 p.m.
•
Band video tape of "KC and
the Sunshine Band" will be
shown from eight a.m. to 4:30
p.m. daily in the lobby of the
Student Center, Murray State
University, through September 19. Admission is free.

CALLOWAY HOMEMAKERS — The Calloway County Homemakers Council met August 31 at the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank to plan for the new club year to begin in September for the various dubs in Calloway County.
Those attending were: Shirley Werts, Ola Outland and Louise Short, Pottertown; Elizabeth J. Douglas and Marilyn
Bazzell, Coldwater Dixie Palmer, Wadesoro; Mary Sue Dunn, Suburban; Maxine Scott, Wilma Beatty, Marlyn
Mikulcik, and Joan Brun, Pacers; Artie Morris, North Murray; Sherrie Paschall and Donna lankson, South Pleasant
Grove; Marge Garland and Henrietta Montgomery, New Frontier Marie Forrester and Ethelyn Loberger, Progressive;
Geneva Giles and Greta Gargus, Town and Country; Evelyn Dixon, Lena Jones, and Margaret Taylor, Harris Grove;
Anna Mae Owen, Edna Butler, and Joanne Cavitt, South Murray; Murrell Madrey, Penny; Wanda J. Moseley and
Brenda Coop, Pacers; Judy Stahler, Friendship; Wanda Henry, Wanda Barrett, and Dinah Westerman, Countryside;
Patsy Pittman and Wanda Osbron, New Providence; Jean Cloar,county extension agent for home economics.

)1111-411701

Burlene Brewer
Is Oaks Medalist

CONDUCT TRAINING SESSIONS — General officers and county committee chairmen of the Calloway County Homemakers Club conducted training sessions for the
various officers and chairmen of the homemakers dubs at the meeting held at the
North Branch of the Peoples Bank on August 31. The County Homemakers voted to
continue to help with the Special Olympics this year as its special project. Announcement was made of the Purchase area meeting on October 19 at Hickman. Pictured, left to right front row, Marilyn Bazzell, vice-president Greta Gargus, secretarytreasurer; Joanne Cavitt, president Jean Cloar, county extension agent for home
economics; second row, Wilma Beatty, home furnishings; Maxine Scott, 4-H Club;
Marilyn Mikulcik, cultural arts; back row, Ruth Ann Mclemore, food and nutrition;
Murrell Madrey,issues and concerns; Judy Stahler,foods and nutrition; Donna Jackson,
family life; Edna BuWr,international relations.

Put a little
sizzle into your
Monday.
Chopped Stockade Steak!
,f

We start with tender,
juicy chopped Sirloin
Its served sizzlin' hot
with your choice of potato
and Stockade Toast. A
$2.28 value for only...
'i1'

INCLUDES
Be
Center,
Murray

Free
Soled

Bar and Drink

IRV%N "
T a 5' C°
TO
eiCAbl.
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE

moues: II a. m.-10 p.m. Weekdays

11 a.m.-1030 p.m. Sat & Sun

Mrs. Shroat
Is Honored
At Shower.
Mrs. Nelson Shroat, the
former Diane Choate, was
honored with a household
shower held on Friday, August
12, at the Community Room of
the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank.
The gracious hostesses foi
the special occasion were
Betty Hanberry, Ruth Lilly,
Linda Lilly, Teesa Lilly, and
Jean Choate who presented
the honoree with a corsage of
yellow and white carnations.
After a fun evening of
games,the guests were served
cake, nuts, mints, and punch.
Climaxing the evening was
the opening of the many lovely
gifts presented by the friends
and relatives of Mrs. Shroat.

Work day will be held by the
North Calloway FTC at the
North School from eight a.m.
to twelve noon.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the DAR will meet
at tin home o8Mrs. John J.
Livesay, New ncord, at 1:30
p.m.
Saturday,September 10
Dorothy Group ,of First
Baptist Church Women will
have a cookout with husbands
or friends as guests at six p.
m at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Tarry.

won
Burlene
Brewer
Saturday, September 10
medalist honors at the ladies
Festival '77, annual arts and
day golf held Wednesday at crafts exhibit, will be at Paris
the Oaks Country Club. She Landing State Park from ten
tied with Virginia Jones a.m. to five p.m.
before the tie breaking with
Mrs. Jones winning second
Sunday, September 11
low.
Annual arts and crafts
Others named were Mary exhibit, Festival '77, will
Alice Smith, low putts, and continue at Paris Landing
Ginny Hopkins, blind hole, State Park with the hours
according to Essie Caldwell, from ten a.m. to five p.m.
golf hostess.
The golf hostess for SepLand Between the Lakes
tember 14 will be Emma Lou activities will include slide
Story. The women will tee off program and discussion on
on the No. One tee.
birds at 1:30 p.m. at Center
of
thetour
Station;
Antique Show Will Be Homeplace at entrance road
at 2:30 p.m.; field archery
tournament at range starting
Held, Rizpah Shrine
at nine a. m.; horsemanship
The Daughters of the Nile, demonstration at Empire
Neith Temple No. 80, will Farm from one to four pt m.
sponsor an antique show
Sunday, September 11
October 1 and 2 at the Rizpah
Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Shrine Temple, U. S. 41, in
Hunter will be honored on
Madisonville.
50th wedding antheir
Over twenty dealers from
three states will participate. niversary with a reception at
Hours will be from ten a. m. to the home of their son, Eugene
nine p. m. Saturday and ten a. Hunter, from two to four p.m.
m. to five p. m. Sunday. AdMr. and Mrs. Edwin Stokes
mission will be $1.00 per
will be honored on their 50th
person.
Tickets may be purchased wedding anniversary with a
at the door or from Nile reception at the home of their
members. Lunch will be son, Will Ed Stokes, Murray
available and free parking Route Six, Highway 94 East
then on A.B. Lassiter Road,
will be provided.
from two to four p.m. No gifts
. HOSPITAL NEWS I please..

I

September 1, 1977
Adults 130
Nursery 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Murphy (mother
Alisa 1, D-9 Fox Meadow Tr.
at., Murray, Baby Boy lax
(mother Cathy), Box 212,
Paris, Tn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Twyla D. Hopkins, Box
65, Hardin, Mrs. Cathy
S. Wilson, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Ruby J. Leslie, 216 S. 15th,
Murray, John A. Shekell, 417
S. 8th, Murray, Cynthia A.
Hart, Rt. 7, Box 266, Murray.
John Dowdy, Rt. 5, Murray,
Hugh T. Carroll, 1396 Johnson.
Murray, Noah F. Garland. Rt.
1, Box 302, Murray, Herbert R.
Key, 1718 Holiday, Murray,
Don't cover ripe tomatoes Mrs. Janet C. West, Rt. 7, Box
when you are storing them in 432, Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth
the refrigerator.
Conn, Fern Terrace Lodre,
Murray Mrs. Minta A.
Tanner, Murray Manor Apt 17, Murray, Raymond I..
Freeze, Fern Terrace 1.trire.
Murray, Fred Joyce, Hazel,
Dennis Daniel, Gen. 1)ci
Murray, John G. McCown i'r.
'
Box 274, New Concord. Mr,
Ina Boyd, 1609 Loch Lonionli.
Murray, Mrs. Flora Carlt•7
117 W. State Line, Fulton

MISS YOUR PAPER/
Soltserlbere lobe Woe De
received *sir beete-flelverel
copy of The WI Lisdpf
Times by Sin p. Mew*
Fridey fir by MO p.
t"
Setielleys ere Greed to eel
753-1416 Intermit Sc$p •
sod 6 p. ie.. Illesafrufrien
or sin p.
aid 4 p. •
Setwdeys., to Were Mayon
If the eeirepeper. C
ve
be pieced Irya p... writ
deli or 4 p. letiirdeys
guereetee delivery.
•

Tuesday, September 13
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will meet as
follows: Alice Waters at the
church, Bessie Tucker with
Mrs. Glenn C. Ashcraft, 1608
Magnolia, and Maryleona
Frost at the church, all at 9:30
a.m., and Faith Doran in the
senior youth room of the
church at two p.m.

former
Students and
students of the Adult Learning
Center at Murray State
University will have its third
annual reunion and potluck
Golden Circle Sunday
supper at seven p. m. in Room
Class and Betty Sledd
School
Stadium.
228 of Roy Stewart
Mission Group of the
County Memorial Baptist Church will
Calloway
Democratic Executive have a joint meeting at 6:30
committee will meet at the P•vl.
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 6:30 p. m. Call Z. C. Enix or
• Jessie Ludwick Circle of
Larue Sledd for information.
First Presbyterian Church
will meet with Mrs. Oils
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
McNelis
at 1:30 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet at
St. Leo's Women's Guild
seven p. m.
membership tea will be at one
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Recoyery. Inc., will meet at
7:30 p. .m. at First
Freed
Hardeman
Presbyterian Church, Main
Associates will meet at the
and 16th.
University Church of Christ
Annex
at seven p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle,
Methodist
First United
Homemakers Clubs will
Church, will meet at seven p.
meet as follows: New
Providence with Beth Falwell
Calloway County Band at one p.m. and Countryside
Boosters are Scheduled to with Dinah Westerman.
meet at seven p. m. at the
Ruth Warren Group of
high school.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
First Baptist Church WMU Women will meet with Gracie
Prayer Breakfast will be at Holland:
Perkins Pancake House at
Dexter Senior Citizens will
9:30 a. m.
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Euzelian Class of First Dexter Center.
Baptist Church will meet at
Murray 'Star Chapter No.
twelve noon, and Bethany
Class of same church will 433 Order of the Eastern Star
meet at six p. m., both at will meet at the Masonic Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Fellowship Hall.

Tuesday, September 13
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. John
Quertermous at eleven -1.m.
for a potluck with program by
Mrs. Or Hull; IV with Mrs.
H. B. Bailey, Jr., at 7:30 P.m.
with program by Miss
Rebecca Dublin.
First Baptist, Church
Women will have the week of,
prayer program in the
basement of the church at9:30
p.m.
•
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: II with Mrs. Edgar
Morris at ten a.m. and III with
Mrs. Edgar Pride at two p.m.
Recital by several of the
Murray State faculty members performing solo and
ensemble numbers wilfV-at
8:15 p.m. at the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU. No
admission and public is invited.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at
twelve noon.
Ellis Center will be open
:rom ten a.m.to three p.m. for
activitief by the Senior
Citizens with devotion at 10:05
a.m., quilting and work on
bazaar at 10:30 a.m., sack
lunch at noon, and band
practice at one p.m.

Meadowlarks belong to the
blackbird family.

Dr. Richard R. Cunningham
FACOG PSC

Obstetrics And Gynecology
Will Continue To Practice
At

807 Poplar
Telephone

753-1340
After Hours And Weekends

759-1550

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Irvin will
be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception'. at the home of a
Pat
Mrs.
daughter,
Trevathan, Dodd Road in
Locust Grove community,
from two to five p.m. No gifts
please.
Sunday.September 11
Dedication ceremony of new
lodge hall of Murray Lodge
No. 105 F. 8r A. M. will be held
at two p. m.

If You
Don't Need
This...
You
Need

A reception honoring Mr.
and Mrs. J. Oacus Bedwell in
celebration of their 40th
wedding anniversary will be
held at the Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church
from two to four p.m.
Monday, September 12
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Women will meet at the home
of'Mrs. Roy Graham at seven
p. m. with Mrs. Edd Glover in
charge of the program
Rangers and Rangerettes of
WOW will have a skating
party at the I.y7nn Grove rink
at 6:30 P. m.
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at home of Ginny Crihfield at one p. m.

Adequate Wiring
For electrical safety and efficiency, adequate wiring is a necessity.
If the wiring system isn't big enough to carry your home's full electrical load, appliances can't operate properly. Symptoms of
inadequate wiring are—TV picture shrinks, lights dim, appliances
heat slowly, and fuses or breakers often blow or trip. If your, home
has any of these symptions, you should have the wiring system
brought up to national and local codes as soon as possible. Usually,.
this is a major undertaking, so deal with a reputable electrical contractor.

County:
Calloway
Genealogical Soci1yw ill
meet at the home of Rowena
Stubblefield at 1:30 p. m.

Murray Electric
System

Sigma Department. Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
salad dinner at the club house
at 6:30 p. m.
First Baptist Church Acteens will have a get
acquainted Coke party at the
rerreational hall at 7 • 30 p m.

401 Olive

753-5312
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TRY To STAY

Interest In Cooking
From Scratch Is Up
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
The high prices of 1973 and 1974 which
prompted people to cut down the use of
convenience foods have left a legacy in
the form of continued interest in baked
goods and other "do-it-from-scratch"
types of food.
Government statistics show that per
capita consumption of wheat flour in
the United States declined steadily
from 118 pounds in 1960 to 106 pounds in
1974. The trend was reversed in 1975,
however, and estimated per capita
consumption of wheat flour for 1976 was
111 pounds.
Not all of the increase, of course, is
due to more homebaked cakes and
breads. A spokesman for the Wheat
Flour Institute pointed out that
Americans are eating more and more
hamburgers every year. More
hamburgers means more bun. And
more buns means more wheat flour.
It is too soon to tell what the picture
for 1977 will show. But some industry
sources predict steady interest in,home
baking and consumers will find that
they can save'money and time if they
learn what types of flours are available
and which ones do what.
There are three parts to a kernel of
wheat. The inner part, or endosperm, is,
the part which is ground to make white
flour which accounts for more than 90
per cent of the flour milled in the United
States.
The other two parts are the bran or
outer layer and the germ — the part
which would sprout. The bran and the
germ are removed from white flour,
but are left in whole wheat flour. They
also are sold separately, usually in
•
breakfast cereals.
Enriched white flour contains
vitamins, iron and sometimes calcium
which are added to replace nutrients
lost when the bran is removed in
processing. Laws in 36 states require
that all white flour be enriched.
Bleached flour contains an oxidizing
agent which is designed to whiten the
flour and improve its baking quality:
Food and Drug Administration
standards require that a flour be
labeled as "bleached" if any oxidizing
agent has been used.
Here is a guide to some common
types of flour on the market:
— All-purpose or family flour,
available in bleached and unbleached
varieties. A blend of hard and soft
wheats milled for home use in a variety
of products including yeast breads,
quick breads, cakes, cookies and
pastries.
—Cake flour. A finely ground flour
made from low-protein soft wheat. It is
particularly suitable for baking cakes
and pastries which require light, fluffy
flour. It is not suitable for baking yeastraised breads.
—Hard-wheat or bread flour. This is
milled from hard, highprotein wheat. It
Is used chiefly in commercial bread

By The Associated Press
' Today is Saturday, September 10th,
'the 253rd day of 1977. There are 112 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1813, an American
, naval force under Oliver Perry
defeated the British in the battle of
Lake Erie in the War of 1812.
On this date:
' In 1608, John Smith was elected
governor of the Jamestown colony of
Virginia.
• In 1846, Elias Howe of Spencer,
Mass., received a patent on his sewing
, machine.
• _ In 1898, .Emess Elizabeth ot
Austria-Hungary was assassinated by
•
, an anarchist in Geneva.
• In 1907, the British colony of New
Zealand became a dominion.
In 1939, Canada declared war against
: Germany.
: Ten years ago: The Surveyor Five
spacecraft made a soft landing on the
moon, despite fuel difficulties, and
began sending back pictures.
Five years ago: Two islanders *ere
charged with murder in the killing of
eight persons, four of them Americans,
at St. Croix in the Virgin Islands.
One year ago: Two airliners collided
over Yugoslavia, killing all 176 perscrns
aboard the two planes. I
Today's birthdays: Golfer Arnold
Palmer is 48 years old. Former
baseball star Roger Mans is 43.
Thought for today: I find television
very educating. Evkery time somebody
turns on the set, I go into the other roam
and read a bOok — the late Groucho
Marx

Bible Thought
And as it is appointed unto min
once to die, but after this the judgment. klebrews 9:27.
Eqry day we face judgment, but
• with it God offers us forgiveness
snd a second chance.

hid%'
Simple"

Column of historical and geneabwical
anecdotes. stories and .Intnil,y notes.

production where doughs must
withstand machine handling.
—Self-rising flour. This is all-purpose
flour with added salt and leavening
agents — sodium bicarbonate and one
or more acid-reacting substances. This
type of flour should not be used for
baking yeast-raised products.
—Quick or instant-blending flour. A
granular flour which disperses easily,
even in cold liquids, and requires no
sifting. It does not pack down in the
package. It may be used in almost all
recipes in place of. regular flour. It
offers convenience, but is usually more
expensive.

Looking Back

Early Spring
//'
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10 Years Ago
Airman Joe D. Geurin, Jr., has been
selected for technical training at
Keeslar .FB, Mississippi as a-U. S. Air
Force 4communications-Electronics
Specialist.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Sandra
Nelson Clark, Mrs. Lona Whipple, and
Carl Cain.
David Sain, minister of the New
Concord Chutch of Christ for the past
three years, has resigned to become
minister of the Lincoln Church of Christ
at Huntsville, Ala.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
the Grove High Blue Devils, Paris, Tn.,
by the score of 26 to 21 in a football
game here.
"The Murray Woman's Club is
starting another year. This is a fine
organization with ten departments.
They make a great contribution to the
advancement of Murray," from the
column, -Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams._

--

20 Years Ago
Murray State College is expecting its
fourth consecutive record enrollment
on September 18 when registration for
the 1957-58 school year begins. Officials
have estimated that from 2200 to 2400
students will enroll. Enrollment last
year was 2096.
Judge H. H. Lovett presided
yestrday at the opening of the
September term of Calloway Circuit
Court.
Miss Brinda Smith, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Denny Smith, has been
granted a year's teaching assistantship
in the Department of Health and
Physical Education at Louisiana State
University at Baton Rouge.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Sylvester Paschall on August
30.
Mrs. George Hart, state chairman of
high school service for the Kentucky
PTA, is attending the meeting of the
Kentucky B rd of the Parent-Teacher
Association being held at Cumberland
Falls State ark.

30 Years Ago
Today In History

Echoes From The Past

pa

A total of 2.75 inches of rainfall was
recorded in Calloway County yesterday
by the U. S. Weather Service here. The
high temperature was 84 degrees, but
on September 8 the high temperature
was 102 degrees.
Mrs. W. P. Roberts of the Murray
Nursery and Florist attended the
design school and style show of the
FTDA national convention at Chicago,
1:11.
Dr. Robert Barnwell, associate
professor of history in the social science
department of Murray State College,
has accepted a position at Salem
College, Winston Salem, N. C.
The Rev. Harry Black of Los Angeles,
Calif., is the evangelist at the revival
meeting being held at the Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene,Kirksey.
Vic Furcillo and Tom Moore Williams
are now co-owners of the College Hub,
formerly known as College Drug.

40 Years Ago
The Murray City Council enlarged
the industrial zone of the township
proper ettending and changing the line
between the retail-residential and
manufacturing sections. F. H. Graham
is mayor. Councilmen are H. E. Elliott,
R. P. Holland, Robert D. Jones, L. D.
Outland,ad J. T. Wallis.
Work has started an the construction
of the new Coldwater highway,
according to Highway Commissioner
Robert Humphreys.
Deaths reported include Miss Ruthie
Fay Willoughby, age 21, Mrs. Eva Grey
O'Neal, age 23, Robert L. Spencer, age
72, Boyd Pitt, age 87, and Henry E. Hay.
Hall Hood will speilt at the opening
exercises of the Murray Training
School on September 13, according to
Carman Graham, principal.
Marriages announced include
Mildred Suiter to Raymond Crawford
on September 1.
Births reported include a girl, Fidelia
Boyd, to Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Austin on
September 7.
Lynn Grove Highachool senior class
officers are W. D. Kelly, Talmadge
Jones, Mary Anderson, Fannie Sue
Jones,and Martha Nell Stark.
New Concord High School senior
class officers are Lester Wilson, Marie
Shoemaker, Bobbie Farley, Creston
Bucy,and Randall Pattersob.

Business Mirror

I have encouraged the readers of the
column to contribute stories and
anecdotes concerning anything that
would be of interest. Mrs. Mary Lou
CANAL,
Swann took me at my word and gave
zt.5%9 me a story which had been told to her
by her mother, Meda Ward Outland. I
am printing it just as she gave it to me:
One warm day in February, 1904,4
was invited to go with a group of
cousins to visit Ada and Lee Faircloth,
other relatives rho lived near Pine
Bluff which was across and up the
Tennessee River about 8 or9 miles. The
a
cousins included Bob Crass, Albert
Johnson (brother of Ada and Bub
Bennett,_The girls were Iva Ladd. a
step-sister of Ada, Nannie Crass, and
myself Meda Ward. We were all in our
teens and early twenties. My home was
It%
in Trigg County, across the river from
Eggner's Ferry, one mile east of the
water's edge.
The most exciting part of the trip, for
me, was getting to ride, for the very
first time, the long, white steamboat
with big black letters CLYDE written
across it. I had listened to the boat's
whistle many times,seen it steam down
the river, and had watched the river
is, they probably would have carried a
men lower the gangplank as it docked. I
Single-A or a BBB rating.
dreamed that one day I, too, might
The San Diego irrigation district
board the huge ixiddle steamer and
bonds represent the biggest issue
take a trip.
protected through the service
My father, John Ward, hauled freight
corporation,, and perhaps also the
from boats to Fungo, later known as
iggest saving to the issuer. Butler
Golden Pond. When the CLYDE docked
estimates the district will save more
at night, the captain threw a spotlight
than $500,000.
on our house. My father would then
While each issue is evaluated
drive to the boat with wagon and team
separately by MISC, it claims the
to pick up the freight, which consisted
savings to the issuers or underwriters,
of barrels of flour, sugar, coffee, etc.
stichever pays the fee, amount to "2 or
and deliver it to the stores of White
-ii or a full percentage point.
Rhoades, Jeff Gatlin, and W. R. Wilson
.,
r Cost of the insurance is about k2 of 1
(grandfather of Maurice Ryan). I
r cent on an annualized basis, paid in
remember on one occasion the captain
full at the time the insurance is
gave us an unclaimed barrel of green
purchased. It results, says Butler;. in
coffee. After parching and grinding, we
savings of $5 to $7 for every dollar put
had coffee for a long time.
up.
After boarding the boat and that
The benefits, he claims, are spread
memorable ride up the river, we
all around.
walked an enjoyable mile or two in the
The service corporation and the
warm sunshine toviard the Faircloth
Insurers — The Aetna Casualty and
Surety Co., St. Paul Fire and Marine
Insurance
Aetna
Insurance,
. sometimes called "Little Aetna"),and
U.S. Fire Insurance — find the
insurance profitable. The issuer, of course,. obtains the
lower interest rate, which might seem
deceptively small until it is multipled
by the millions of dollars and the 15-to
30-year time period involved.
The investors benefit from the
The arrogance of the dependent Third
security of knowing there never can be
World
nations is nowhere more obvious
a default, wigs the big insurers
than in their posture at the U.N. Law of
backing the issue themselves fall upon
the Sea Conference.
bad times. Butler claims also that the
The fifth of these conferences
return tt investors is higher than for
collapsed
in New York City on July 15
some related invesdnents.
as a result of the absurd pretensions of
the Third World states, [ a large
majority of the 145 countries
represented at the conferences.
These states, many of them without
maritime frontiers, are insisting on an
international seabed authority that
would regulate mining on and under the
ocean floor. Profits from the mining
would go to the member states of the
United Nations, though the vast
with the richest pockets will be able to
majority are in no position to engage in
communicate to the public."
mining, provide technical know-how, or
Harrington conceded little action is
furnish the needed capital.
likely on the
In 1970, the U.N. General Assembly
amendment until the next session of
declared the deepest parts of the ocean
Congress at the earliest.
"the common heritage of mankind."
It has been introduced in the Senate
The U.S. government lacked the
with the backing of three senators, but
fortitude to oppose this absurd,
no hearings have been scheduled. No
pretentious stand by the U.N.
corresponding measure has been
The fact is that the mineral wealth on
introduced in the House, but Forster
and under the ocean floor belongs to the
said a ranking member of the House
nations with the skills and the capital to
Judiciary Committee has agreed to
bring it to the surface. The United
sponsor one.
States is the world leader is undersea
Meanwhile, the group also plans
engineering and mining, and is entitled
campaigns on the state level, where 23
to profit from its investment in
states have the right of initiative and
research and equipment. American
others are considering it. A key vote
companies are prepared to risk large
will take place Nov. 8, when voters in
sums to gain access to the rich
Washington, D.C., decide whether to
resources of the ocean floor. They
approve a right-of-initiative measure
should not be compelled to pay tribute
adopted by the City Council. If
to a U.N. seabed authority.
approved by. the voters, it must be
NO reason exists why landlocked
ratified by tongress and Initiative
countries should even have a voice in
America backers hope this will focus
seabed resource discussions. Access to
attention on the issue.
ocean floor resources can and should be
In the meantime, Initiative America
allocated on the sector principle which
has been selling tickets at $200 each to
is customarily applied to icefielcLs in the
raise the $20,000 it says is needed to pay
Arctic.
the cost of buying the bus, equipping it
If the[ American people understand
and operating it.
(he seabed issue, they surely will
So far, say the.arga,nizers, they have
oppose an international authority or
sold three tickets.
taxes paid to Third World countries that
haven't a single thing to contribute to
ocean floor mining.
MiTrray Ledger & Times
The Third World countries aren't
satisfied, however, with demanding the
Publisher
. Walter Apperson
Editor
B. Gene McCutcheon
major share of seabed resources. They
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
also want to profit from the resources of
every afternoon except gundays. J
4, Christmas Day, New :ear's Day and 'l'ha4isgivmg by
Antarctica.
Murray Newspapers. Inc., 103 f4. 4th St.,
A speaker at the recent Law of the
Murray. Ky. 42071. Second Class P age Paid at
Murray,Ky. 42071.
Sea Conference, Christopher Pinto of
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. Id areas served by
Sri Lanka — formerly Ceylon, staked a
carriers, $2.50 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Flentos, Harclaim for the "common heritage"
din, Mayfield.Sedalia and Farmuigton, Ky., and
principle in the recovery of minerals
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $17.50 per
year By mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
from Antarctica. he warned the 12
year.
Antarctica Treaty powerS against
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishes
"selfish and irresponsible" use of the
Association.
technology they possess:for the time
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by Ilse Murray
being.
ledger & Times as well as all other AP news.
The United States shouldn't lose any
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Business Office
753-1916
time in rejecting this arrogant and
Classified Advertising ......
753-1916
baseless claim. Twelve countries have
Retail (Display i Advertising
753-1919
.
nrculation . .
been involved in the exploration of
.753-1936
News and Spocts Dept
753-1919
Antarctica. They have invested large

Triple—A Rating
Still Obtainable
NEW YORK (AP) — Though
municipal bonds in general still carry
some stigma because of New York
City's attempt to renege on repayment
terms, many municipal entities still
can obtain a Triple-A rating almost
automatically.
San Diego County's South Bay
Irrigation District won that rating a
couple of weeks ago for $22.5 million of
water revenue bonds. A relatively low
rate of 5.6778 per cent was obtained,
resulting in substantial savings.
The simple procedure involves the
purchase of insurance that guarantees
purchasers they will receive principal
and interest payments for the life of the
issue. More than $2 billion of such bonds
have been sold since 1974.
Almost all the insurance so far has
been issued by two organizations, the
Municipal Bond Insurance Association,
a consortium of four insurers, and the
smaller American Municipal Bond
Assurance Corp.
Since the concept is now deemed
successful by John Butler, president of
the Municipal Issuers Service Corp.,
which represents the insurers, it is
possible more concerns might enter the
field, and even conceivable — thoug4
• industry sources don't say so — that
corporate issues might be covered.
The first such bonds inured through
Butler's organization, [an issue of
revenue bands by the Carbondale (Ill.
Water and Sewer District, were
brought out in 1974, a high interest
period, at 8.655 per cent.
Said Butler: "Without the insurance,
they might have cost the issuer '2 of 1
per cent more in interest costs." That

Initiative America

Going On The Road
By W.DALE NELSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — A 12-year-old
bus, which until recently carried school
children over country roads in
Virginia's Rappahannock County, will
take to the nation's highways next
month in a campaign to involve the
voters in making federal law.
The bus, acquired from the rural
school district and repainted red, white
and blue, has been refitted as a
traveling live-in office for Initiative
America, an organization forrned to
promote the idea of letting citizens
initiate laws without waitinglifor their
congressmen to act.
Leaders of the organization have
succeeded in gettlig a constitutional
amendment introduced in Congress. It
would enable voters to initiate and then
go to the polls and pass federal laws.
But supporters concede they have an
uphill battle to get it approved.
For one thing, Initiative America is
longer on enthusiasm than it is on
political clout. The group's national
headquarters is at 1316 Independence
Avenue S.E. in WaShington. That
address may sound impressive, but it's
really just a desk in Bill Harrington's
townhouse,
"It will be a long-range process,"
says Harrington. He is one of three
youthful political strategists, all
veterans of environmental, consumer
and political reform initiatives at the
state level, who form the nucleus of
Initiative America.
Harrington and his colleagues, Roger
Telschow and John Forster, claim to be
getting support from both conservative
and liberal groups for what they
contend is a nonideological effort.
4 At least one potent Washington
figure, however, already has expressed
reservations about the plan.
"The initiative is a safeguard against
legislatures that are too beholderno
special interest groups and special
interest money, but a national initiative
right can only work if there is adequate
access to the mass media for all
viewpoints,": said consumer advocate
RalphiNader.
"pthrrwise only those viewpoints

Sensing The News

home. It was so warm, I remember,
that some of us carried our coats on our
arms. After a delightful visit the
remainder of the day and night, our
plans were to return home the following
morning, but to our surprise, a kneedeep snow had fallen during the night.
Being forced to stay three or four
longer than we had expected, we w
out our welcome. We slept on pall
and more food had to prepared. Milk
was scarce and a buclet was given by
generous neighbors, the Parkers, of
whom Grace Parker(now Mrs. Conrad
Jones) was a neighbor.
When the actual time came for us to
iestve,me.begaa_our-wallr—back to Pine
Bluff Ferry to board the CLYDE. After
walking about halfa mile, we noticed
excessive water from the melting snow.
We soon found that we were stranded
by backwater. The temperature had
dropped and we were miserably cold. I
remember Bob giving his coat to his
sister Nannie. Our shoes, stockings,
dress and coat hems were soaking wet.
Suddenly, it seemed, we became panicstricken and began yelling for help. A
nearby resident, Mr. Lowery
Underwood (father of Maud, Mrs. E.C.
Jones) heard our desperate cries and
,came to our rescue with a wagon and
team. As he drove us to his house, the
water was so deep in places that the
horses were forced to swim.
I shall never forget what gracious
and accommodating people they were.
I remember the wood stove and the
warmth it gave. The next morning for
breakfast we were served bowls of
piping hot oats with milk and butter
floating in it. All three girls slept in one
big fat,feather bed.
The next day, Mr. Underwood took us
back in his wagon to Pine Bluff ferrjr.
We waited a while for the boat in a cold
building standing on stilts. The ride
across this time was very different and
not nearly as exciting. The foremost
thought in our minds was that our lives
had been spared and we were grateful,
and ready to join anxiously waiting
parents.
AnthoylI

Harrigan

Seabed And Antarctica
sums of money, vast energy, and
heroism on the part of their scientists
and military personnel. If wealth is to
be obtained from Antarctica,only those
12 countries are entitled to share in it.
The United States has put more intc
its
Antarctic researches and
settlements than any other country. It
is deserving of the lion's share of
rewards. Justice requires that the
American nation and people receive the
rewards for
exploration
and
settlement,for vision and enterprise.
It's almost beyond comprehension
that countries should assert a right to
benefits from the enterprise and
ingenuity displayed by the citizens and
governments of other countries. Yet
that's what the Third World is doing
every day of the year. They are saying
that the productive nations must bear
the burdens of the unproductive and
indolent.
People in the Western *odd should
acknowledge
this ',outrageous
arrogance for what it is, and make
plain to the Third World that they won't
accept Marxist notions of forced
sharing.

Isn't It The Truth
Good character, like a steel spring,
can yield to the bend of circumstances
and once the stress has gone it
invariably straightens its back, like a
soldier who snaps-to at the sound of a
bugle.

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the ' 'purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger Se
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the eclitorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the Issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an 'authored article on whatever that
topic might be. .
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Mutiny Business News lbiefs
Murray Ice Company
Announces Expansion

State Farm Granted Increase In Rates
State Farm spokesman
said,the premium increase
will average about 81.30
per month for the 292,000
vehicles insured by the
company in Kentucky.
The average increase in
the Murray area will be
On a statewide basis, a 12.1 per cent, but the

Bloomington, Ill. — State
Farm Mutual, Kentucky's
largest auto insurer, has
announced its Kentucky
auto insurance premiums
will increase 13.1 per cent
on Oct. 1.

premium increase for
individual
policyholders
there will vary considerably from that, both
up and down, depending on
the coverages they carry,
what kind of car they drive,
and where, how, and how
much they drive it.

JIM FAIN TO SHOW THE NEW 1978 MAGNUM XE
—
DETROIT,
MI
Magnum XE, Dodge's new
specialty intermediate for
1978, has the dramatic
styling and flair that
promise to make it a trendsetter in automotive
design.
Magnum XE is a twodoor hardtop that has a

modern, aerodynamic
appearance from front to
rear. Individual details,
such as dual rectangular
headlamps shielded by'
transparent retractable
covers,emphasize its clean
appearance. Magnum
XE's unique styling is
combined with the ex-

Many, Many #;iv
More Item,
On Salo
Ausdioa'

120 SO. 4TH 115 SO. 4TH ST.
MURRAY
PADUCAH
442-9331
753-1763
IN MARSHALL CO.
TOLL FREE 527-1624

Whatever your income,
you should open a
savings account with us
and save regularly.

BUSINESS
PORTRAITS
Office•Studio

CREATIVE
PHOTGRAPHY

^

by Bill Boyd
- Henry Ford, in his peak earning year, grossed
about $70 million. This was topped by Al Capone,
notorious gangster,whose income was estimated
at $105 million in 1927.

PEOPLES BANK
(.71KY
MURRAY

cellent ride and handling
characteristics of Dodge's
115 inch wheelbase chassis,
making it a superb personal road car.
"Magnum XE is sure to
generate a great deal of
excitement among youngminded buyers," said
Richard D. McLaughlin,
vice president-Automotive
Sales Division. "Magnum
is unlike any other car in its
class. It offers the sporty
appeal normally
associated with much
smaller road cars, yet has
the roominess and Comfort
of an intermediate."
Magnum XE's front-end
styling features a bodycolored grille that slopes
back and up. Dual rectangular headlamps sit
side-by-side behind
headlamp doors rotate
down out of the way when
the headlamps are turned
on.
of the way when the
headlamps are turned on.
Magnum XE's side
styling adds to its distinctive appearance. The body
sides are accented by
raised, stylized forms
starting in the doors and
extending over the wheel
openings.
Bold, wraparound
taillamps identify
Magnum's rear end. Each
taillamp has five thin
horizontal chrome strips,
complementing Magnum's
front end appearance.

Member FDIC

by

Ted Wilson
753-7360
304 MAIN

The rate increase is
needed to offset inflation in
the costs of auto repair,
auto prices, and medical
care, the spokesman said.
From 1971 through 1976,
he said, the size of the
comprehensive
average
coverage claim (for theft,
fire, storm damage, and
to
other
losses
policyholders' cars) paid
by State Farm in Kentucky
increased 56 per cent, from
$124 to $193. The average
collision claim went up 47
per cent, from $379 to $558.
Since Kentucky's nofault law wasn't in effect
until July 1, 1975, no figures
personal
injury
for
protection coverage are
available before 1976, the
spokesman said. But he
pointed out that hospital
room rates in the state
went up 74 per cent from
1976.
1971
through
Physicians'fees climbed 59
per cent.
State Farm's last rate
increase in Kentucky, on
April 11
/
4 1976, amounted to
10 per cent. Before that,
rates had not gone up since
Feb. 19, 1971. There were
small rate decreases in
1973, 1974, and 1975. Including the October rate
increase, State Farm rates
in Kentucky have gone up
an average of three per
cent a year since 1971.
Between late 1971 and
early 1975, the spokesman
said, State Farm refunded
narly $6.5 million in
dividends to its Kentucky
policyholders.

Murray Ice Company
announced today that the
company will start construction immediately on
one of the nation's most
modern ice plants in the
nation. The new and fully
automated plant will have
a capacity of 72,000 pounds
of cube ice per day.. the
equivalent of between 7,000
and 8,000 ten pound bags
daily.
Hesselrode,
Ron
manager, said that it was
the intention of Murray Ice
Company to build a
showcase plant... with an
all-glass front where
spectators will be able to
see the manufacturing
process in detail. He further said that the ever
increasing demand for
their product had neccessitated the expansion,
which will be on the present
plant site at 408 South
Fourth Street in Murray.
Murray Ice Company
was founded in 1904 and

had to move to larger
quarters in 1921. This
company has been one of
the major suppliers of ice
in crushed and block form
for 83 years.
The company is owned
by Ron and Georre
Hesselrode and Wendell
Choate. The management
stated that all present
personnel will be retained,
but that additional route
salesmen will be used in
the new plant.

PREscriFrriPiA

EMERGENCY
SERVICE
We ao our part,

Food Dealers
Set Meeting

hand -in -hand_
with

The Kentucky Retail
Food Dealers Association
will hold their 36th annual
In a meeting held recently at Gatlinburg, Tenn, the Freed Cotham Comconvention
at
the
pany was among 20 dialers out of 200 recognized as outstanding G. E.
Executive West, Louisville,
Monogram dealers. A GE Monogram dealer is one with an outstanding
on September 25-26th.
reputation for their work and honesty in the area served, for superior inLeltEr.D. Reeves, owner
of Reeve's Food Centers,
stallation, service and an ability to promote the product Randy Thornton
Bowling Green is president
and Bob Akers, being GE dealers for 25 years, were present to accept the
of the Association. Viceaward for Freed Cotham Company, presented to them by Glen Seigler,
President is Patrick K.
Zone manager and Harmon Waliams, GE Representative for this area
Hicks, S & H Foodtown
Markets, Mayfield.
Convention speakers will
be Daniel J. Bartz, Bartz,
FRANKFORT, Ky. — following the last regular license to retail dealership
Postl
&
Associates,
Fifty licensing applications meeting of the state's submitted by Mid Conmanagement consultants,
for new and used vehicle eight-member Motor tinent Motor Sales, of
Milwaukee and Dr. W.
dealerships in Kentucky Vehicles Dealers Board Murray.
David Downey, Associate
were approved
Among those approved in
here
Under state law, all new
of
Professor,
Dept.
Calloway Coanty was a and used motor vehic1e
recently.
Agricultural
Economics,
A Small Business AdThe approvals were new dealership application dealerships must be
Loan Purdue University.
announced by the Ken- submitted by Orr's Used licensed to operate by the ministration
An exhibit hall featuring
will
be
representative
tucky Department of Cars, of Hazel, and a Bureau
Vehicle available in Paducah, at suppliers of food equipof
Transportation (KYDOT) request for change of Regulation in KYDOT.
City Hall (second floor), ment, food products and
Commissioner's Cham- related food items will be
bers, from 9:00 a.m. til visited by food retailers 1
12:00 Noon, Thursday, from all sections of the 1
September 15, 1977 to state.
discuss financial and
management assistance
small
to
available
businessmen.
Visits by SBA staff are
made to Paducah to reduce
or eliminate the need for
area businessmen to travel
to Louisville for the
agency's services.
Businessmen inquiring
about an SBA loan are
asked to bring 'with them
current profit and loss
statements and a balance
sheet for the last complete
RETIRES FROM TAPPAN—Stacey Underwood, second right, holds the
business year.
plague presented him on his retirement from employment as conveyor
Persons not presently in
loader in the enamel department of the Murray Division of the Tappan
business, but seeking
Company on August 19. Underwood began work with the local stove
financial help to, start
manufacturing concern on May 17, 1961,and took early retirement after his
should 'bring a current
63rd birthday on July 15. Underwood resides on Route Two, Puryear, Tn.
personal financial
Others pictured, left to right, are Bobby Johnson, plant superintendent
statement. Phone !502) 4.42Tom Rice, general manager of the plant and Albert Crider, general
7561.
foreman of the enamel division of th Tappan plant.
SBA provides counseling
service through the SeTvice
Retired
of
Corps
Executives (SCORE) an
the first Thursday of each
month at the above
location.

50 Vehicle Licenses Approved

Small Business

Representative
At Paducah

your physi-

cian, to promote
recovery from illness'. In mere minutes only, your
prescription is
compounded and
delivered.

Call the

Clinic
Pharmacy
The .
Prescription
Specialists

753-8302
Free Delivery

Hold the
Plume
wrni
YOU
HEARD
OUR
STORY
Advertising in
our newspaper
can bring big
business to
your
business!

Coll

753-1919

Miirray Ledger & Times

We are pleased to announce
JACK UDDBERG
has joined our firm
as
Registered Representative

We at

the

Bank of Murray
Don't gamble with your
personal insurance
Your personal insurance is too import
ant to gamble with. When you insure
your home, your car, or your life, you
should shop around to get the best cover
age for the best price
Because we're an Iiidependent agency,

I. M. SimoN 8c Co.
",TOCK EXCHANGE
MEMBER NEW Yr:E
bC 5
URTH
TUCKY 42071
MURRAY C ,
502) 783-4611
TELEPHONE

Congratulations
to
Bob Akers

we represent a number of different in
surance companies we can shop around
for you to see that you get the best
coverage for your needs at the best rates
In short, we take the gamble out of
your personal

The Murray
Insurance Agcy

vbustindependent
Insurcw4c AGENT
Sr PVT S YOU FIRST

PROVIDING MURRAY'S
MOST COMPLETE BUSINESS INSURANCE SERVIfE
Bel-Airtenter Telephone 753-4751

offer our

The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing
Cards
Tags
Labels
Menus
Folders
Posters
Programs
Book lets
Die Cutting
Stationery
PRINTING SERVICES
Publications
Business Forms
Church Bulletins
Campaign Specialties
WE DELIVER when we promise to DELIVER!

WINCHESTER

102 N 4th Street

753-5397

Randy Thornton

Stacey Underwood
Ion, Hesselrode
George Hesselrode
Wendell Choate
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Off To 2-0 Start But Mayfield Is Next Opponent
k

Everyone Gets To Play,
Tigers Romp By Pilots
•

TAKE IT WILLIE—Willie Perry of the Tigers (31) gets the ball from-Rich Rollins (12) and gains
three yards up the middle. Rollins passed for 49 yards on a four for five effort.
(Stuff Photos by Pet. Wyro)

By MIKE BRANDON
-There's just not too much
Ledger Si Times Sports Editor ‘ou can say about a game like
The fun and games are over .aus," Murray High coach
Even before the start of the John Hina said.
football season, most fans of
think it was definitely
average football knowledge
could have predicted Murray good for us. We had 49 dressed
High would win its opening up for the game and all 49 got
to play. In fact, everyone got
two games. They did.
A week ago,the Tigers hada to play in more than one
2Z-,7. win at Reidland in the quarter and that's rather
unusual," Hina said.
season opener. Then Friday
There %ere a lot of things
night in Holland Stadium, in
the first home game of the rather unusual about the
season, the Tigers humiliated game. For starters, Fulton
Fulton County 19-0. The game County had just one first down
was about as much of a in the entire contest. Though
mismatch as a fight between nobody kept a time possession
Tiny Tim and George chart, it would be safe to
Foreman would have been. Assume the Tigers had the ball
Meanwhile,just over 20 miles fir at least 32 of the 48 minutes
,
away frinn Holland Stadium, in the game. 7
Perhaps the most unusual
Mayfield was winning a 20-19'
game over East St. Louis, thing was that Murray High
considered to be one of the managed to put 21 points on
best football teams in .the the board during a threeminute span in the second
midwest.
So take the 76-7 combined quarter.
Had not it been for a
scores of Murray's two games
and tuck them away. The real penalty, Fulton County would
season will start next Friday never have achieved their
when Murray High will play at only first down in the game.
in their first series, the Pilots
Mayfield in the first of four
crucial District 2-A games for used a five-yard penalty then
-i six-yard run by fullback
the Tigers.

EvertAnd TurnbullMeet In Finals
By CHRISTY BARBEE
AP Sports Writer
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. ( AP)
— It was no surprise to find
Chris Evert, long the No. 1
player in women's tennis and
the defending champion in the
U.S. Open, in today's national
championship final.
But Wendy Turnbull?
That was the pairing in the
final after Miss Turnbull, the
unsung 12th seed from
Australia, bear the two women
considered mast dangerous to

Evert—Martin-a
Miss
Navratilova and Virginia
Wade.
The men's semifinals also
were to be played today, with.
defending champion Jimmy
Connors facing unseeded
Corrado Barazzutti, and clay
court specialist Guillermo
Vilas, the fourth seed from
Argentina, against 12thseeded Harold Solomon of
Silver Spring, Md.
won
44
V ilas
had
consecutive victories on clay.

to be suffering at all from a
back strain suffered almost
two weeks ago, although he
still was taking heat and
massage treatments. He was
seeded second in the Open,
behind Wimbledon champion
Bjorn Borg, who defaulted in
the quarters with a shoulder
ailment.
Barazzutti, Italy's little
known No. 2, eliminated
seventh-seeded Ilie Nastasc
early, then outplayed thirdseeded Brian Gottfried 6-2, 6-0.
6-2 in the quarter-finals
Miss Turnbull hadn't even
been considered among, the
longshots for the Open.
"I found it very hard to
concentrate in the first set,"
..she said after beating Miss
Navratilova 2-6, 7-5, 6-4. In the
second set, she gave more
Giants, Atlanta at New attention to her serve, tossing
England and Seattle at San it higher before swinging.
Diego.
Leading 6-5, she broke Miss
On Friday night it was Navratilova at love for the set.
Oakland 21, Los Angeles 0; Miss Turnbull broke again
Washington 14, New York Jets in the second and sixth games
7; Detroit 24, Cleveland 20, of the final set for a 5-1 lead
Bay
24, and it looked like it would be
and
Green
Philadelphia 16.
easy. But Miss Navratilova

He was very fit, all business
and considered a serious
contender for the men's No. 1
honor if he should win the
Open.
Solomon upset eighthseeded Vitas Gerulaitis and
No. 10 Dick Stockton to get
into the semifinals.
Connors played some of the
best tennis of his life in the
quarter-finals, , decimating
Spanish veteran Manuel
Orantes, seeded sixth,6-2, 6-4,
6-3. And Connors didn't seem

Hedberg Should Start
For Tampa Bay Tonight
By BRUCE LOW Mr
injury againi Atlanta two
AP Sports Writer
weeks ago doo ed him for at
willing, Randy least a few more weeks.
"God
Hedberg will start Saturday
That left McKay with only
John
McKay one
night,"
"experienced"
said—and the Tampa Bay quarterback, Parnell
coach was only half-kidding.
Dickinson, a second-year man
Buccaneers' out of Missitppi Valley
The
quarterback saga this year State.
His
experience
reads like a Chicago St. consisted of eight games as a
Day • rookie last year-39 passes ( 15
Valentine's
greeting—bodies falling left completions) for 210 yards,
and right.
one touchdown and five
First there was Mike._ interceptions. Still, Dickinson
Boryla, who once had some' had a chance to be No.1—until
pretty good moments with the he showed nothing against
Philadelphia Eagles. He was Buffalo last weekend.
_supposed to be the Bucs' Enter Randy Hedberg, an
starter. In the second eighth-round draft choice out
preseason game, against of little Minot State in North
Cincinnati, he crumpled with Dakota. He didn't exactly wow
a knee injury that flattened McKay last week when he
him for the season.
replaced Dickinson in the
Next was Gary Huff, who Bills' game, completing one of
had given the Chicago Bears a five passes—but that one
few bright spots. He was wound up as a 66-yard
elevated to No.1—then a knee touchdown play.
In tonight's other games,
the final exhibitions before the
AREA HIGH SCHOOL
National Football League
FOOTBALL SCORES
begins play for real, it's
Minnesota at Buffalo; Houston
Murray 49. Fulton Cot
Caldwell Co 27, Christian Co 13
New Orleans, Cincinnati at
at
Ballard Mem 14. Lone Oak 13
Chicago, Denver at San
Ft. Campbell 43. Crittenden Cot
Franklin-Simpson 33. Hopkinsville 0
Francisco and St. Louis at
Heath 36, Fulton City 6
Kansas City. On Sunday it's
Mayfield 20, E.St. Louis, IL 19
Todd Central 14, Marshall Cot
Miami at the New York

broke back, held her next
serve and broke again,
making it 5-4 and was serving
to tie the mach.
• thought, Now I've lost
it." Miss Turnbull said. But
she took the first three points,
then hit long, letting Miss
Navratilova into the game. At
15-40, she smashed one down
the line, well away from Miss
Navratilova's usually long
reach.
It was the biggest victory of
her career. The last time she
won a tournament was in
December in the Western
Australian Open.
Miss Evert's game was not
up to par Friday, although she
beat powerful Betty Stove,
seedeefifth, 6-3, 7-5. It was the
toughest match for her so far
in the tournament, played in
wind gusts that sometimes
played tricks with the ball.
In the men's doubles final
Friday,the top-seeded team of
Bob Hewitt and Frew
McMillan of South Africa
defeated Raul Ramirez of
Mexico and Gottfried, of
Lauderhill, Fla.,6-4,6-0.

GILLIAM GOT WM —Mask Gilliam (82) of the Tigers hits a Fulton County runner for a loss.
Other Tigers in the picture are Lane Bridweil(78)and Bo Reed (32).

James Cobb for the first down.
After that, the Pilots had a
minus-one yard on the ground
fop4Je rest of the game.
To ayMUfasted little
time in scoring wouldn't be
exactly correct. First of all,
the first Murray touchdown
came on a drive Usti went 68
yards and lasted nearly six
minutes. But on the other
hand, the six minutes weren't
wasted as the offensive unit
worked quite well together.
It was a tvaryard run by
tailback Grettis Bumphis that
put the Tigers on the board for
the first time with 4:19 left in
the opening period. The extra
point by Nick Hibbard split the
uprights and the Tigers led 70.
Early in the second period,
the Tigers took over on their
own 36. Using nine plays, the
Tigers made it a 14-0 game as
quarterback Greg Garland hit
a wide-open Frank Gilliam
with a 30-yard pass. There was
just under 10 minutes _left
when Gilliam scored.
On the second play after the
Tiger TD, Mike Utley
recovered a fumble at the
Fulton County 20. After two
five-yard penalties, the Tigers
made it 21-0 as Grettis
Bumphis scored on a 21-yard
dance down the left side.
There was 6:36 left in the half
when Bumphis scored.
Then oft the following
kickoff, Alvin Parham of the
Tigers literally murdered
sophomore Jeff Mays of the
Pilots on the return. Mays
coughed up the ball and Mike
Utlay-)picked it up at the 22yaWine and ran it in for a 280 Tiger lead.
Fulton County managed to
get off two plays before
fumbling again and the Tigers
took over at the Pilot 29. In

*t
five plays, the Tigers again
"I was very pleased with
scored as quarterbackfRich our blocking," Hina said.
Rollins connected with Stan
"Of course I was also
Tharpe for a fourtyard pass. pleased with the fact that we
The PAT was blocked and were able to play everyone
Murray led 34-0. On the and add a litt4 more depth to
following kickoff, the Pilots the team. As far as singling
again fumbled with Kyrile out anyone in particular, it
Catlett getting the ball. But would be hard to do," Hina
the Tigers did not score any added.
more in the half.
The Tigers are 2-0 on the
In the second half, Hina season but Mayfield has plans
tried every way possible to to change that record next
keep from running the score Friday.
up but sophomore fullback
-Right now, all we conEddie Adams had other ideas. cerned with is getting ourAfter Bumphis scored on. a selves ready for Mayfield,"
27-yard run early in the third Hina added.
period to go over the 100-yard
Mayfield will be a heavy
mark rushing and give the favorite in the contest.
Tigers a 41-0 lead, Adams took
over.
"He's been out there every
day working hard in practice Murray
Fulton Co.
and just waiting to get his 57
Rushing
9
9
Passes
AU.
2
chance to play. He certainly 6-9-0
Passes Comp.
1-30
got his chance and he made 95
Yards Passing
9
362
Total Yards
18
good of it," Hina said.
Fumbles Lost
5
The first time Adams so
Penalties
12
1-30
Punts
5-102
touched the ball, he gained 19 310
Punting Avg.
21.0
yards. The second time he
individual Rusning: Murray (257) —
Bumphis 104, Perry 3, Kendall 12, Reed
touched the ball, he gained 7,
Nick Hibbard 25, Mike Hibbard la,
five yards and moved the Garland S, ?dams 69, Garrastazu 9,
6, Rollins 122:G
pearfield 16.
Tigers down to the Fulton Farless
Receptions: Miirra (6-05) — Catlett 2County 14.
.34,Gilliam 2-46 and
2-15.
Fumble Recoveries: Murray 151 —
The third time Adams Udety
2, Cartwright 2and Catlett I.
touched the ball proved to be
NOM TIM SCOND:
Murrg'y: 4:19 left in first quarter,
the charm as the hard-driving Grettis
Btanphis two-yard run, Nick Hibyoungster went 14 yards up bard PAT.Murray 1ea4a74.
Murray: 9:52 left in second quarter,
the middle on a draw play. But
Greg Garland throws 30-yard scoring
Adams wasra finished after pass to Frank Gilliam, Hibbard makes
he scored. The Tigers elected PAT. Murray leads 14-0.
Murray: 6:36 left in second quarter,
to go with the two-point Bumphis 21-yard run on draw play, Hibbard
PAT. Murray leads 21-0.
conversion and guess who ran
Murray: 6:07 left in second quarter,
the ball in.. Eddie Adams.
Mike Utley recovers fumble and returns
Adams wound up as the 22 yards for touchdown, Hibbard PAT.
Murray leads 28-0.
second leading ground gainer
Murray: 2:12 left in second quart's*,
on the night for the Tigers as Rich Rollins throws four-yard scoring
pass to Stan Tharpe, PAT blocked.
he picked up 69 yards.
Murray leads 34-0.
Murray: 8:46 left in third quarter,
A number of younger
Bumphis 27-yard touchdown
players were quite impressive Hibbard. Murray leads 414. run, PAT
Murray: 10:55 left in game, Eddie
including Rich Rollins who
Adams 14-yard touchdown run, Adams
connected on four of five runs in two-point
conversion. Murray
leads 49-0.
passes for 49 yards.

The Yardstick

Before you put
it up,think
where it could
fall
Look carefully. Could your antenna fall on a power line?
Then move it to/another.spot, away from the electric wires.
When you're putting up the TV, CB, or ham radio antenna,
be alert. Watch every move you make. It's easy to get involved
in the job and forget about the power lines. . . until you get hit
by thousands of volts.
For the safety of you and your home, remember that
antennas and electric power lines should never touch each
other. Never.

Mickey Pierce's
Body Shop
•Fiberglass of all types
.Free estimates on small jobs
•Sataction Guaranteed

k

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation

Call 753-5303

Murray-Mayfield
Locust Grove Road, Just off 121-S

TIGERS ON DEFENSE -.1 A Fulton County runner gets his
feet knocked out from under him by a
Tiger defender. Other Tigers in the picture include Mike
Hibbard (30, Lane Indwell (center of
picture) and Paul Whiteford (BS).
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Winning Becoming
Fun For George Brett

Conversions Lift Fairdale
Over Middlesboro 21 To 19
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By MIKE CLARK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Fairdale used the toe of
kicking specialist, Tony
Grasch for a 21-19 high school
over
football
victory
Middlesboro, the previously
unbeaten No. 1 team, in State
AA.
Grasch successfully
converted , after Fairdale's
three touchdowns while
Middlesboro, now 2-1, twice
came up empty after
touchdowns.
The only other upset Friday
also occurred in State AA with
No. 2 Somerset dropping its
first game of the year 14-6 to
Lexington Henry Clay.
The only other loss among
ranked teams occurred when
No. 3 Bowling Green of State
2
No.
edged
AAAA
Elizabethtown of State AAA
14-6.
Jeff Speedy passed for 138
yards and one touchdown and
added 110 yards and a
touchdown on the ground.
Mark Willoughby added 100
yards rushing and his fourth
quarter touchdown provided
the winning points.
F;ank Minniefield ran two
yards for one touchdown and
David Kelly passed 26 yards to
James Bates for the other
score to lead Henry Clay past
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Somerset,now 2-1.
—Jefferson County AAAA:
Bowling Green, 3-0, trailed No. 2 Louisville St. Xavier
6-0 at halftime before rallying blanked Jeffersontovm 20-0,
for a pair of scores against No. 3 Southern clipped Stuart
Elizabethtown, 2-1. Danny 34-13 and No. 5 Valley downed
Carothers scored bqth TDs on Western 14-7. No. 4 Bishop
runs of 15 and 5 yliirds. The David plays Shawnee tonight.
—State AAA: No. 4
only Elovm score came in the
second period when Cam Montgomery County crushed
Bivens covered a Bowling Bath County 54-0 and No. 5
Franklin-Simpson drilled
Green fumble in the end zone:
Three other top-ranked Hopkinsville 33-0. No. 3 Ft.
teams remained unbeaten, Thomas Highlands plays
although Lexington Tates Covington Catholic tonight.
—State
AA:
Creek of State AAAA needed
NO. 4
Tom Griggs' 19-yard field goal Bardstown stopped Anderson
and two-yard touchdown run County 27-6 and No.5 Caldwell
in the fourth period to ease by County measured Christian
Jeffersonville,Ind.,16-7.
County 27-13. No. 3 Corbin was
Erlanger Lloyd,top-rated in idle.
—State
A:
State AAA, got three
No.
2
touchdown runs from Kevin Tompkinsville battered
Ashley in routing Dixie Gamaliel 35-6, No. 3
Heights 39-0 while top-ranked Campbellsville pounded
Nicholas County of State A Wayne County 36-6, No. 4
GOOD GAIN — Ovarhninnh Greg Garland of the Tigers goes
blistered Fairview 52-19 as Paintsville swamped Mullins oat to the left side to pick op some yardage. The cooly other
Tim Ockerrnan, Joe Ruddell 60-6 and No. 5 Frankfort Tiger in the picture is center Robert Whitmer (56).
and Allen Atkinson combined decisioned Paris 24-7.
(Stan Metes by Pere Wyre)
for seven touchdowns.
No. 1 Louisville Trinity
plays Louisville Thomas
Jefferson tonight.
In other games involving
ranked teams:
—State AAAA: No. 2
Owensboro nipped Paducah
Tilghman 21-20 and No. 5
Dues held the Pirates to one
Lexington Lafayette trimmed By KEN RAPPOPORT
Astros turned back the San run and six hits before
Lexington Bryan Station 14-13.
Francisco Giants 6-1 and the leaving.
AP Sports Writer
No.4 Boone County was idle.
Steve Carlton left his house Chicago Cubs outscored the
Braves 8, Padres6
for the game in bad shape. New York Mets 10-8.
Jeff Burroughs knocked in
Then he saw the ballpark and ik The way Greg Luzinski was four runs with a three-run
immediately felt 100 per cent -Eitting, Carlton didn't have to homer and a sacrifice fly to
better.
be at his best. The big lead Atlanta over San Diego.
"This club really loves this outfielder hit two home runs, The run production gave
ballpark," he said.
one of them in a six-run first Burroughs 105 RBI for the
He was, of course, speaking inning,and drove in five runs. season, the 'team's highest
of'Veterans Stadium, where
Luzinski's two-run homer,a total since Hank Aaron got 118
under-par 65 for the second 18 the Philadelphia Phillies are career-high 34th, highlighted in 1971.
nearly unbeatable.
the first-inning rally and then
holes.
Burroughs also had a pair of
If Palmer should win this So despite a painful back he finished Philadelphia's non-productive doubles before
tournament, which ends condition, the left-hander scoring with a three-run shot bringing the Braves from
Sunday, it would be his first anxiously went to work and in the eighth.
behind with his 37th homer of
The victory capped a the season in the fifth.
victory since 1973 on the PGA notched an 11-4 victory over
tour, which he dominated in the St. Louis Cardinals Friday perfect day for Carlton.
Astros 6,Giants 1
night for his 21st triumph of Earlier, the Phillies had
Right-hander Joe Niekro
the mid-1950s and 1960s.
the season.
left-hander hurled a four-hitter for his
Palmer showed little The victory was the Phillies' revealed that the
had signed a four-year ninth victory in his last 11
difficulty with the narrow, 17th in the last 18 home games
through decisions as Houston defeated
wind-swept fairways and was and extended their Veterans contract extending
1981.
San Francisco. Niekro, 12-5,
one stroke behind Morgan Stadium record this year to a
1
Reds
4,
Dodgers
.
walked only two and struck
of
hole
final
until bogeying the
brilliant 53-15. And it was ! Dusty Baker cracked a out four as the Astros took
the second round.
Carlton's
forged despite
three-run homer and Tommy their 13th victory in their last
"I'm not disatisfied too struggling effort.
John notched his 18th victory 15 games.
much," Palmer said after his In other National League as Los Angeles reduced its
San Francisco starter Jim
round of 69 Friday. "I just games, the Los Angeles divisionclinching magic Barr, 12-14, allowed the first
didn't contact the ball solid, Dodgers beat the Cincinnati number to eight by beating five Astros runs, including
and that's been my whole Reds 4-1; the Montreal Expos Cincinnati.
Jose Cruz' solo third-inning
edged the Pittsburgh Pirates
problem."
Baker's 25th homer of the homer, and was charged with
Palmer nearly skipped this 2-1; the Atlanta Braves season erased a 1-0 Cincinnati the loss.
tournament to spend his trimmed the San Diego lead in the sixth inning and
'
Cubs 10, Mets 8
birthday with his mother in Padres 8-6; the Houston snapped a five-game winning
Pinch-hitter Gene Clines
Latrobe, Pa., but he decided
streak by Fred Norman,14-11. blasted a two-run homer in the
at the last minute to play.
It was John's 12th victory in ninth inning to lead Chicago
his last 13 decisions and gave past New York. Manny Trillo
Bowling
2-game lead opened the Cubs' ninth with a
/
the Dodgers a 131
over the Reds in the National walk off loser Bob Apodaca, 3Standings
League West.
7, and George Mitterwald
Magic Tri
Any combination of Los sacrificed before Clines hit his
Bowling League
L
W
Team
or third homer of the season.
victories
Angeles
0
4
Beauty Box
Cincinnati defeats totaling
0
4
Thurman Furniture
The Mets had tied the game
4 0
Jerry's Restaurant
eight games would give the in the ninth on John Stearns'
4 0
Dennison Hunt
Dodgers their first National FtBI double off winner Bruce
1
3
Peoples Bank
2
2
DixIeland Center
League West title since 1974.
Sutter,7-1.
2
2
Murray Ins

Carlton Notches 11-4
Win Over Cardinals

Palmer Hopes To Regain
Lead In B. C. Tourney
ENDICOTT, N.Y. (AP) —
Legendary Arnold Palmer
had hopes of celeprating his
48th birthdat today by
regaining the lead in the
$200,000 B.C. Open golf
tournament.
Palmer went into today's
third round two strokes behind
Dr. Gil Morgan, who led with a
10-under-par total of 132 after
the first 36 holes.
Palmer has been playing the
6,903-yard En-Joie Golf Club
course as though the year was
1967 when he finished second
on the Professional Golf
Association's money winning
list instead of a decade later
when he entered this
tournament 97th on the tour's
money list.
Palmer had shared the firstround lead with Lee Elder, but
Dr. Morgan overcame a twostroke deficit with a six-

alug

'411444t4.41

GETTING BUCKLED—A Fulton County runner gots hackled as
he is hit by Mike Utley of the Tigers from the front and Frank
Gilliam gets ready to move in from the bock to help. Dorval
Holder (84), a promising sophomore tight end for Fatten County, looks on at the action.

Welcome Back
MSU
Students
-2,- RENT-AC(X)3,)
CAR
Requirements: Regular Drivers licenses, 21 years old and
minimum deposit.

Wells Over*
PARKER FORD
and

1
Paradise Kennels.,
0
Hawaiian Tropics
0
Personality Beauty Shop
0
Bank of Murray
0
Rose's
(SC)
Game
Team
High
Peoples Bank
Beauty Box
.....„
Thurman Furniture ../
High Team Game(HC)
Jerry's Restaurant
Peoples Raiik
Dixieland Center
High Team Series(SC)
Peoples Bank
Peoples Bank
Dixieland Center
'
High Team Series (14C)
Dixieland Center
Peonies Bank
Peoples Bank
High Ind. Game(SC)
Kay Walrath
Pat Willett
Kay Walrath
airHigh Ind. Game(BC)
Kay W
Kay Warren
PM Willett
High hut Series(SC)
Wanda Brown
Kay Walrath
7andra Bailey
HiØ)lnd.Seitea(HC)
Kay Walrath
Kay Warren
..CI,
Linda Hodge

3
4
4
4
4

Baseball Standings
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
87 54 .617
N York
84 57 .596 3
Boston
Bait
82 58 .586 4'2
67 75 .472 20'2
Detroit
65 77 .458 221,
Cleve
61) 85 .414 29
Milwkee
46 92 .333 39l
Toronto
West
West
K.C.
85 54 .612
87 54 .617
Los Ang
78 61 .561 7
Chicago
74 68 .521 13'_ Minn
Cinci
77 64 .546 9
70 71 .496 17
Houston
75 63 .543 91,2
Texas
S Fran
65 77 .458 22' Calif ,
66 71 .482 18
S Diego
63 80 .441 25
54 84 .391 30'2
Oakland
52 89 .369 35
Atlanta
56 87 .392 31
Seattle
Games
Friday's
,
Friday's Games
Boston 5-8, Detroit 1-6
Chicago 10, New York 8
Baltimore 7, Cleveland 1
Atlanta 8,San Diego 6
New York 2, Toronto 0
Philadelphia 11,St. Louis 4
City 6, Minnesota 3
Kansas
1
Pittsburgh
Montreal 2,
Texas 3
Seattle
8,
Los Angeles 4, Cincinnati 1
Milwaukee 3, Oakland 1
Houston 6,San Francisco 1
Chicago 4, California 1
Saturday's Games
Saturday's Games
Detroit( Wilcox 6-0) at Boston
New York (Koosman 8-18 ,t
( Aase 4-1 )
Chicago (Roberts 1-1)
Toronto ( Clancy 2-7 ) at New
Los Angeles (Rau 13-6
York ( Hunter 9-81
Cincinnati (Seaver 16-6). n
Chicago ( Wood 7-71 at CaliMontreal (Twitchell 4-10 :t
fornia (Tanana 15-9)
Pittsburgh (Candelaria I(-4
Milwaukee (Sorenson 5-81 at
f n)
Oakland Blue 13-17)
St. Louis (Rasmussen 1)
Cleveland ( Waits 8-5) at Balat Philadelphia (Lonborg 1,,
timore ( Flanagan 11-10).In)
In
Kansas City (Splittorf 13-61 at
San Diego (Jones 6-11)
Minnesota ( Goltz 17-8.( n
Lantz (Ruthven 6-10),( n
Texas Alexander 13-10 and
San Francisco (Knepper
•
7'
Moret
2-1) at Seattle ( Mitchell
Lemongello
at Houston (
2-Sand Kekich.5-2 2, in)
(n)
Sunday's Games
Sunday Games
Toronto at New York, 2
St. Louis at Philadelphia
Detroit at Boston
Montreal at Pittsburgh
Cleveland at Baltimore
Los Angeles at Cincinnat:
Kansas City at Minnesota
San Diego at Atlanta
Chicago at California, 2
New York at Chicago
Milwaukee af Oakland
San Francisco at Housto0
Texas at Seattle

By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
2079
2637 Phila
87 53 .621 7—
2823
81 61 .570
Pitts
768 Chicago
75 64 .540 11' _
772
74 67 .525 13'
768 S Louis
Montreal 64 76 .457 23
ion
54 86 .386 33
993 N York

2204
2186
2057

963
201
195
192
254
250
249
500
496
486
656
652
635

Nashville Club
Gets Contract
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
The president of the Nashville
Baseball Club says he has
accepted
a
working
agreement to establish a
Cincinnati Reds farm team in
Nashville next year.
Larry Schmittou, who is
also baseball coach at
Vanderbilt University, met
with officials of the Reds in
Cincinnati on Fridhree
Rivers,Quebec,as the Reds
Nashville replaces Three
Rivers, Quebec, as the Reds'
Class AA 'farm club. Bob
Howsam,
Cincinrrati
president, said Thursday the
Reds have terminated their
agreement with Three Rivers,
an Eastern League team.

three runs batted in staked Cliff Johnson clubbed his 10th
By TOM CANANAN
Luis Tiant to a 5-0 lead in the home run of the season as New
AP Sports Writer
Winning has become fun for opener. However, Detroit York blanked Toronto to win
George Brett, but it's a more combined- four singles for a its fourth game ins row.
Torres, 16-12, gave up
run 'before Campbell got
serious matter for Jim Rice.
Then again, Brett plays for Aurelio Rodriguez to hit into a singles to Steve Bowling in the
gacne-ending third, Roy Howell in the fourth
the Kansas City Royals, who basesloaded,
and an infield hit by Bowling
lead the American League double play.
in the eighth in recording his
Rice's
nightcap,
the
In
West by seven games, while
Rice's Boston Red Sox trail sacrifice fly broke a 5-5 tie and nine complete game in his last
•
the New York Yankees by Campbell checked the Tigers 11 starts.
"
Mariners 8,Rowers 3
on one run over the final 31-3
three games in the AL East.
Tom House scattered six
"It's too soon to think about innings as the Red Sox took
hits and Lee Stanton blasted a
playing the Eastern Division their tliitti game Ins row.
In other American League two-run homer as SeaWe
winner," Brett said the
Royals' star after Kansas City action, „Baltimore whipped ended a four-game losing
defeated the Minnesota Twins Cleveland 7-1, New York streak by beating Texas.
House, 4-5, walked one and
6-3 Friday night for their 10th blanked Toronto 2-0, Seattle
consecutive victory. "When blasted Texas 8-3, Chicago struck out three as he posted
you win 10 in a row, it gives beat California 4-1 and the 16th complete game by a
And Milwaukee nipped Oakland 3- Seattle pitcher.
confidence.
you
Toby Harrah and Kurt
confidence makeS the game a 1.
Bevacqua homered for the
Orioles 7,lndhuis 1
lot easier and alet more fun."
Rudy May pitched a Rangers, who dropped their
So does hitting a three-run
two-hitter and Terry fifth game in the last six.
sparkling
homer, which is another
White Sox 4, Angels 1
thing Brett did in support of Crowley hit his second career
Steve
Stone won his 14th
Baltimore
as
slam
grand
eighth
Marty
Pattin's
Cleveland and game of the season, with relied
consecutive victory, which downed
continued their drive to help from Lerrin LaGrow,and
established a club record.
Brett's three-run homer overeake the New York Jim Essian blasted a home
capped a five-run seventh- Yankees in the American run as Chicago snapped
California's three-gante
inning rally that propelled the League East.
Although it was their llth winning streak.
Royals to their 21st victory in
The victory enabled the
victory in 15 starts, the Orioles
their last 24 games.
Pattin, 8-2, broke Paul have not gained any ground on White Sax to remain seven
Splittorff's club record, set in the Yankees during the games behind Kansas City in
the AL West.
1976,for consecutive victories. streak, which began Aug.27.
for
touched
Brewers 3, A's 1
was
16-12,
May,
before
hits
eight
He scattered
Moose Haas fired a threereceiving relief help from a third-inning run on a double
Doug Bird, who recorded his by Bruce Bochte and Frank hitter and Von Joshua and
Duffy's single. After the Cecil Cooper smashed home
12th save of the season.
Rice, who blasted his 36th Indians' run, May retired the runs as Milwaukee handed
and 37th homers of the season next 19 batters. The streak Oakland its fourth loss in a
was ended when Paul Dade row.
in the Red Sox' doubleheader
Haas held the A's hitless
base on Doug
reached
with Detroit, was more stoic
DeCinces error with two out in until the seventh inning when
about his performance.
Rodney Scott singled. Wayne
"Sure it's nice to hit two the ninth.
Gross spoiled Haas' shutoltt
Yankees!,Blue Jays0
home runs, but the big thing is
Mike Torrez throttled bid with his 18th homer of the
to win. It's September and we
on three singles and season in the eighth.
Toronto
have to *in the games now.
We can't stand around
watchilig the scoreboard, we
have to win our games."
And win the Red Sox did as
(MONDAY — Heath at Calloway County for junior varsity
they swept a doubleheader
football. Game begins at 5p. m.
from the Tigers, 5-1 and 8-6,
TUESDAY — Lone Oak at North Calloway for elementary
led! by Rice's two-homer
football game at 5p. m. East Calloway at Benton for elemenace
relief
performance and
tary football game at 5:30 p. m.Southwest Calloway at South
Bill Campbell's 25th and 26th
Marshall for elementary football game at Sp. m.
saves of the season.
THURSDAY — Lone Oak at Calloway County for freshman
Rice's two home runs and
football game at 5p. m. Murray High at Heath for freshman
football game at6:30 p. m.
FRIDAY — Murray State cross country team opens season
with dual meet at Arkansas State. At 8p. m. Friday night,
Murray High will play a varsity football game at Mayfield.
SATURDAY-SUNDAY — West Kentucky Open Golf Tournament at Mayfield, Henry-Calloway Jaycee Golf TourThere. are only a few
nament at Puryear, Men's Inter-City Golf Tournament at
openings left for the Jaycee
Golf Tournament at the
Oaks and Murray Country Clubs, and Kentucky State
Women's Hardcourt Tennis Tournament at Murray State.
Henry,Calloway Country Club
MSU football team has an open date Saturday.
in Puryear.
The tourney, which will be
NOTE: If you are a coach and want to include items in the
sports schedule, contact the sports department 10 days prior
held September 17 and 18, will
to the event.
have six flights and $1,000 in.
•
prize money.
All the afternoon tee-off
VOTE MN: AND SUPPORT
times have been filled and
only a few morning openings
The Man Who Knows
remain.
Your Problems and Will
For more information, call
Do Something About
901-247-3264.
Them
VOTE FOR
CORRECTION
CORRECTION — Please
make note that the Calloway
FOR
Couny junior vanity game
with Heath will be played at 5
SHERIFF, CALLOWAY CO.
p. m. Monday at CCHS, not
Tuesday as we reported on
Political ad paid for by the candidate
Friday's sports section.

Next Week's Sports Calendar

Few Openings Left
For Jaycee Tourney

Ted Alexander

FOAM
INSULATION
The Insulation With The Nigh R Factor

Can Be*
(1) Installed between studs in existing home, (any kind of exterior finish)
(2) Installed in air space between brick L celotex in existing
homes.
(3) Installed in block walls before roof 1s installed in new
buildings.
(4) Installed in walls of new homes.
(5)Installed in walls of Mobile Homes.
'Absolutely Non-Toxic
`Fire Retardant
'No Harmful Fumes
Also blown insulations for attics
Phone 527-8927(Day or Night)for FREE Estimates

Lynch Home
Insulation, Inc.
•
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Sportsman's Journal
Knifemaker Listed
Our good friend, John
Bugden who makes a variety
of sportsman's knives, is one
of four Kentuckians listed id
Gun World Hunting Guide as
one of the country's top blade
artists. One of John's
reasonably priced knives is
also featured in the magazine.
Each custom-made knife is
crafted from 02 steel and is
sold with an individually made
sheath.

you may be able to barter for
an item you will be able to use
and at the same time rid your
closet of a dust catcher. Due to
standing regulations firearms
are not allowed.
Also to be an added attraction this year will be an
item which will interest
bowhunters. Weather permitting a chronograph will be
set up for those who would like
to know the speed of arrows
delivered from their bows.Is a
compound bow "faster" than
a recurve? How many feet per
second does an arrow travel?
How does it compare in
muzzle velocity with a .22
short 11045 fps) and a 30-06
Springfield 13370 fps). These
answers and more will be
offered at the NHF Day observance at LBL. Bring your
bow and a couple of straight
arrows and find out how your
equipment performs for you.
Doves •
Bobby Malone reported an,
incident which enraged me as
much as it did him when he
saw it. Someone had been
dove hunting and obviously

Frankfort, Ky. — Requests
for
waterfowl
hunting
reservations for the Ballard
County Wildlife Management
Area must be postmarked no
earlier than September 15 and
no later than September 30,
according to state Fish and
Wildlife Commissioner Arnold
Mitchell.
Goose hunting will open on
the area December 1 and
continue through January 20
and duck hunting will be
allowed there December 10
through January 14. Statewide bag and possession limits
will apply but there will be no
Sunday or Christmas Day
shooting on the area, Mitchell

said.
Requests for reservations
should be sent to the Ballard
County Wildlife Management
Area, Rt. 1, LaCenter, Ky.
066 and must include the
names and addresses of all
hunters in the party; a first
and alternate choke of hunting dates; a fee of $5 per
hunter or $15 per pit only
cashier's checks, certified
checks or money orders will
be accepted); preference for
duck or goose hunting and a
stamped, self-addressed
envelope. Also, the requests
must be sent in an envelope
with the word "reservations"
clearly marked on the outside.

Hunters will be limited to six hunts per season, with no
more than two Saturdays.
The Ballard area, which is
owned and operated by the
state Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, is located
35 miles southwest of
Paducah. Rooms and meals
are not available on the area
and there are no facilities for
campers or trailers during the
waterfowl season. Hunter
accommodations are
available, however, in such
nearby towns as LaCenter,
Barlow, Oscar, Bandana,
Wickliffe and Paducah.

did not want the doves they
had shot. Instead of finding
someone who would take the
birds, that person apparently
dumped the doves in the street
on Keenland Drive. Disregard
and wanton waste such as this
should not be tolerated or
practiced by anyone wishing
to call themselves a sportsman!
Fish Population Study
The- American Fisheries
Society has selected the 284
acre Crooked Creek EmMembers of the Mc- the sport against un- effort by the McDONNELL
bayment on Barkley Lake as a
DOUGLAS AR- sportsmanlike conduct and DOUGLAS ARCHERY CLUB
DONNELL
DAY
NHF
site for a fish study. The main
CHERY
CLUB
(St. Louis, educate the general public in will serve as a challenge to
Plan to attend the National
purpose is to evaluate samrecently
• raised terms of the ecological need other clubs and organizations
Missouri)
Hunting and Fishing Day
pling techniques now in use
United
the
for sound game management. throughout
Bowhunters
the
$1,600.00
for
observance on Sunday,
and perhaps to help arrive at
Bauman,
single
Larry
largest
States,"
said
the
"This
is
September 25 at Land Betsome new sampling methods. Defense Fund. The money was contribution to date,' com- the club's past-president and
ween The Lakes. This year's
An invitation is extended to presented to C.A. "Chuck" mented Saunders.
originator of the Bowhunters
activities include a "bonus"
those interested in the project Saunders, founder of the
outstanding
Defense Fund Shoot.
hope
this
"I
WHO
"BOWHUNTERS
for those who attend. A
to attend a public meeting. at
at
the
program
sportsman's "Trade Day" will
the Convention Center at Lake CARE"
have the atmosphere of our
Barkley Lodge, Tuesday, Bowhunter's Nationals held at
famous "4th Monday." If you
September 13, at 7:30 p. m. Clinton, Indiana on May 7,
have any outdoor. related
Representatives from several 1977.
Over 160 archers pararticle that you would like to
state and federal agencies and
ticipated
in the event built
swap or sell, dig it out now and
universities will be on hand to
theme
the
plan to attend the NHF Day
answer any questions the around
Your
Protect
"Bowhunters
event to be held at the air strip
public may have.
Sport."
Who knows,
in Fenton at
In addition to the main
shoot,
a Novelty Shoot, conKy Dept. Fish S Wildlife Newskiter
sisting of three moving targets
drew a steady stream of
shooters throughout the day.
The registration fees of $4.00
for the turkey shoot and 50
management from Eastern gathering at the fair. To help cents per round for the
Department Personnel
Kentucky University. Boyd honor Kentucky's 966,700 Novelty Shoot were all earMoving Up,
County's new CO is Charles hunters and fishermen, the marked for the Bowhunters
Over And Out
CA "Chuck" Saunders, founder of the "BOWHUNMichael Bowman of Fr- Ratcliff, who had been on department will hold open Defense Fund.
TERS
WHO CARE" program, accepts a $1,600 donation
several
facilities,
contribution
for
the
past
houses
at
This year's
ankfort,
a
27-year-old educational leave
graduate of the University of two years. Ratcliff was Ohio which tentatively will include exceeded the 1976 total of from Larry Bauman (right) of the McDonnell Douglas Archery aub. Looking on are club members Mike Claxton
Kentucky, has been hired as a Co. CO before that and has the West Kentucky, Ballard $1,200.00.
The money will be used to (left) and Bob Edwards,
Wildlife Conservation been with the department Co., Higginson-Henry, Lloyd
Education Supervisor since 1973. He replaces Claude- and Central Kentucky wildlife promote hunting ethics, police
WCES in the Third Wildlife Redwine, who retired in July. management areas, the Game
U.S.
Environmental District, replacing Marion In fisheries, 29-year-old Farm and the Minor Clark' regional supervisors indicates October 31.
eight-pound largemouth bass
Protection Agency, 401 M Mattingly, who, was recently Ronald R. Cicerello Of Chicagq Fish Hatchery. The depart- the numbers of hunters,
Hunter Education Gearing from one of the two lakes on
the Game Farm. Simpson, on
Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. promoted to Senior Hunter has been hired and assigned W ment will also participate in number of squirrel harvested,
Up For Fall
20480.
Training Officer. Bowman the Environmental Section, an observance of the day on hunter success ratio and
Now that it's fully staffed a visit to his grandparents in
—New Regulations For holds a bachelor of science replacing Benjie Kinrnan, who Sunday, September 25 at Land number of limits(six daily) on with three district training Frankfort, landed the fish
Management of Wild 'Horses degree in zoology and began will head the department's Between the Lakes.
opening weekend (August 20- officers and a chief hunter after a 15-minute battle. The
Deadline For Conservation
and Burros: The U.S. with the department August 1. Ohio River study project.
21) of squirrel season all training officer, the Division lakes are managed and
Awards Nominees Set
Department of Agriculture Sixth district WCES Mike Cicerello has a bachelor's
exceed the 1976 tally. In 1977, of Conservation Education's stocked regularly with black
The League of Kentucky COs checked 2,772 hunters hunter education section is bass and other fish species by
USDA has adopted new Fisher has transferred to the degree in botany and zoology
Illinois Sportsmen will be accepting who.. harvested 5,313 squirrel making plans to certify safe the
Only
Western
department.
regulations which allow for Division of Law Enforcement from
the use of helicopters and and become Boyle County's University and a master's nominations in 11 categories the first two days of the hunters at classes this fall. youngsters under 16 years of
other motorized vehicles in new CO. The 31-year-old degree in fisheries biology for its annual Governor's season. That computes to just Three new vans have arrived age, senior citizens age 65 or
Achievement under two squirrels per for the officers and are being older and women may fish the
the management of wild Fisher, who has a bachelor's from Eastern Kentucky, Conservation
The hunter, compared to just remodeled to meet their lakes. The day after Simpson
program.
horses and burros on the degree in health, recreation University. At tbe Game Awards
National Forest System. To and physical education from Failm, Stephen C. Hearn has deadline for submitting a under 1.3 squirrels per hunter needs. Meanwhile, the hunter landed his trophy, reports
ensure humane treatment of UK, replaced the recently been hired as a wildlife aide. nomination is October 1, with over the same period last training officers met recently indicate a woman caught an
a banquet to honor the winners year. In addition, the 251 at the Game Farm to begin 11-pound catfish from the
the animals, helicopters will retired
National Hunting And
Preston.
Billy
set for 7:30 p.m. Saturday, limits seen opening weekend mapping strategy for this same lake.
be used only for inventory, Replacing Fisher will be 27Fishing Day Proclaimed
November 5 at Lexington's is an increase of 63 limits over fall's hunter education
observation, surveillance and year-old Roy Christopher
In Kentucky
Also From The
in capture operations where Gray, the son of Lee Co. Co
Kentucky Governor Julian Continental Inn. Nominations 1976. Officers are estimating classes. Section chief Marion
Game Farm...
they can assist ground crews Otis Gray. The younger Gray Carroll, appearing on the should include a letter (no squirrel populations are Mattingly is asking any hunter
the
Preparations for
in locating and moving has a BA degree in business department's "Kentucky more than two pages) larger than last year in every wishing to take a hunter department's new main office
animals, transporting per- management from Park Afield" television program at detailing achievements, district except the fifth, where education course (usually building, to be constructed at
sonnel and equipment. Fixed- College in Kansas City, Mo. the Kentucky State Fair, organizations, memberships, estimates place the population lasting three hours an evening the Game Farm, are conpast at about the same level as last for two evenings with range tinuing;„To make room,
wing aircraft may be used for WCES Robert Block has inked a proclamation setting affiliations,
and year. The , Eighth Wildlife work following) to contact the exhibition row is being moved
inventory, observation, resigned to attend dental aside September 24 as the achievements
surveillance; howevei
hey school. Block has worked in state's observance of the sixth recognitions and the specific District had the most hunters Division of Conservation to a new location adjacent to
are prohibited in c
ure the fourth district since 1975. annual National Hunting and acts the nomination is based (484) and the largest number ,Education in Frankfort. As the picnic area, with the
operations. Motor vehi les, Woodford Co. Co. Ted Curtis, Fishing Day. The occasion, on. For further information, of squirrels in the bag (1,007), soon as the demand is white-tilled deer and timter
which must be caref ly the department's pilot, witnessed by Commissioner contact Roy Haddix, the but the first district registered determined, those writing will wolves already located there.
operated and maintaine , resigned. in August to take a Arnold Mitchell and Joe league's awards chairman, at the most limits (62). In the be notified where and when Visitors to the Game Farm
may be used to transport job with the U.S. Fish and Coomes, president of the 2433 Liberty Rd., Lexington, ninth district, 427 hunters took the nearest class will be held. will find most of the animals,
captured wild horses and
Wildlife Service. Larry D. League of Kentucky Sport- Ky. 40505.
677 squirrels and 33 limits, the Trophy Largemouth Landed
except the bear, mountain
Squirrel Hunters Open
burros, but under no cir- Short, 24, has been named the smen, marked the first time
lion, foxes and coyotes, have
best opening weekend figures
At Game Farm Lake
Season With
cumstances can they be used,. New CO in Johnson Co. The the proclamation has been
there in over a decade. The
An 11-year-old Ohio boy, been moved to the back of the
High Success
to chase animals during( Harlan Co. native has a signed before the -Kentucky
first phase of this year's Scott Simpson, recently got a farm pending completion of
A survey of COs and squirrel season concludes big thrill when he hauled in an the new pens and are noon
capture operations.
bachelor's degree in wildlife Afield" TV audience and a live
display at this time.

McDonnellDowks Archery Club
Room Bowhunters Who Care Program

Inside Our Realm

Conservation
Capsules
—Estuarine Pollution
Impacts Fisheries: According
to a recent report issued by
the EPA entitled "Estuarine
Pollution
Control
and
Assessment," continued
pollution of the nation's
estuaries may result in
serious economic loss to
commercial and recreational
fisheries. Since nearly twothirds of the country's commercial and recreati.nal fish
and shellfish spend all or a
4IPrtion of their lives in
)gituaries, this decline can be
.toyere. The report also notes
:that the massive onslaught of
:Cinnmercial and housing
-development in and around
4ittuarine areas has conlitlEthuted significantly to the
'54as of valuable fish and
117.Ddlife habitat. In its sum:Mary assessment, the report
Tacommends that a careful
'evaluation of all aspects of
ecology
and
estuarine
management be considered
together in making decisions
tin commercial development,
:f011ution control programs
:bpid future research. Copies of
tie two-volume, 800-page
:port can be obtained without
'charge from the EPA's Public
ffiformation Office PM-215),
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Outdoorsmen:

."Your full service s:ation
at the Heart of
the Campus"

We have al rugged watch that
will meet Our needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
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753-5693

Murray, Ky.

GRAYSON McCLURE

Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles Turn rsght on 180
Follow 280 for 7 maces past Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop •nto Panorama and follow blacktop to your rrght
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- Murray Bait Co.
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
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•
Specializing in servicing tires L 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
753-6779
408 N. 4th

•
•
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druTVA.Lod 8shwen The Lakes

Highway 68 in the 170,000-acre
What's Happening la
public demonstration area in
Land Between The Lakes
The following activities are western Kentucky and Tenscheduled for the rbext two nessee.
The annual statewide turkey
weeks at Land Between The
Lakes, TVA's public outdoor calling contest sponsored by
recreation area in western the Kentucky Chapter of the
Kentucky and Tennessee: National
Wild
Turkey
Campers Fair, September 16- Federation will also be held
18, Piney Campground, off with trophies presented to the
U.S. Highlvay 79 in the winners.
southern portion of the
Sportsmen are invited to
demonstration area; Dried bring any items related to
Plant Demonstration and hunting, fishing, camping, or
Display, September 17-18, other outdoor equipment to
samples and methods of sell or trade, with the exchoosing and preserving ception of guns and amplants for your own display, munition. No commercial
Empire Farm,9a.m. to 5 p.m. businesses will be allowed.
For additional information,
Saturday,12to 5 p.m. Sunday;
Stream Stroll, September 17, write National Hunting and
don tennis shoes or rubber Fishing Day, TVA, Land
boots and join us for a 2-hour Between The Lakes, Golden
stream ecology study, Center Pond, KY 42231, telephone
Frank Kavanaugh, a retired UAW representative, living at Keniana Shores wear
Station, 9:30 a.m.-; and The 15021 924-5602.
Homeplace, September 18, a
- Hamlin, Ky., hung onto this 29 pound blue catfish on Labor Day. Frank was fishing off
Fourth Annual
tour of the 1850 living history
Campers Fair
an island out from Kenlana and using gizzard bait and rod and reel. Just five weeks
farm now under construction,
The fourth annual Campers
prior, Frank caught a 28 pound cat in the same place.
The Homeplace entrance Fair will be held at Piney
road, 2:30 p.m.
Campground, located in the
southern portion of Land
Hike Day
Participants will hike the Between The Lakes, TVA's
Fort Henry Hiking Trail, a 26- 170,000-acre public outdoor
mile trail system on TVA's area, Friday through Sunday,
Land Between The Lakes, September 16-18, 1977.
Open house will be held at
Although two inches doesn't
But had there been a 12 inch inch size limit on black bass. during Hike Day, October 8,
the
1977.
campground from 10 a.m.
seem like much,it can make a limit in 1975, the fish could not
And for those of you who
Sponsored by the Cogioba to 5 p.m. both Saturday and
big difference, according to have been removed until June would rather goose hunt than
Kentucky's fisheries (in most lakes, bass reach 12 fish, just a reminder that the Boy Scout Council, Murray Sunday with activities inVICA Club, and TVA,the hike cluding hospitality tents;
biologists.
inches in June of their third application period for making
When the Fish and Wildlife year), and by then spawning reservations at the popular will follow the route of
troop
Grant's
Commission, at its Aug. 29 would have been completed, Ballard County Wildlife General
meeting, adopted the League assuring a crop of bass for Management Area is from movements from Fort Henry
to Fort Donelson.
of Kentucky Sportimen's future years.
Sept. 15 through Sept. 30.
Registration will be held
resolution and the fisheries
Farm ponds and small lakes Goose hunting on the area will
from
7 a.m. to 10 a.m. at the
division's
recommendation will also benefit from the run from Dec. 1 through Jan.
Fort Henry parking lot near
that the statewide size limit on increased size limit, biologists 20.
Boswell Landing in the
black bass be increased from believe. An over harvest of
A new 12-gauge, nontoxic
Each request for reser-'
10 to 12 inches, it approved bass in these waters leads to vations must include names southern portion of the 170,000- steel shot load, with more
what biologists believe will be population imbalances, and addresses of all hunters in acre public demonstration pellets than any other steel
area in western Kentucky and
"the very best management resulting in few bass and too party; first and alternate
shot load currently on the
technique that can be applied" many small, stunted bluegill. choice of hunting dates; the $5 Tennessee. No fee will be market, will be introduced by
to meet increasing fishing With'a 12 inch limit, larger daily fee per hunter ($15 per charged and groups should the Winchester-Western
check in upon arrival.
pressure and to assure an bass will mean more efficient pit) by cashier's check,
Division of Olin Corporation in
For additional information, time for waterfowl hunting
optimum sustained yield from predation and higher quality certified check -or money
contact TVA, Land Between seasons
Kentucky's waters.
in the Atlantic and
fishing for both bass and order; preference for duck or
The
Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
The 12 inch limit, if given bluegill.
goose hunting and a stamped, 42231,telephone (502) 924-5602. Mississippi flyways this fall.
final approval by the state
Because of their size, the self addressed envelope.
In announcing the new
National Hunting
Administrative Regulation beneficial effects of the inSuper-X steel shot load,
Mail applications to:
and Fishing Day
Review Subcommittee, will creased limit should appear Ballard Co. Wildlife Mgt.
Donald R. Payton, divisional
A sportsmen's trade day
become effective Jan. 1, 1978, first on small lakes and ponds. Area, •Rt. 1, LaCenter, KY
vice president in charge of
on all waters of the com- The larger a lake, the longer it 42056, and please write will highlight the 6th annual sales for North American
monwealth and will apply to takes for the results of any "hunting application" on the National Hunting and Fishing markets, said it would be
Day observance at Land
largemouth, smallmouth and management techniques to envelope, so area personnel
available in both 2-14-inch
Between The Lakes, Sunday, standard
Kentucky bass.
show up.
and 3-inch magnum
will know to put your ap- September 25, 1977.
The primary objection to plication in the hopper for the
The increase to 12 inches, in
lengths,
with
1-'4 and 1-it
The program will be held
the view
of fisheries increasing the size limit on drawing.
ounces of shot, respectively.
from
9
a.m.to 5 p.m. at the'old Shot
biologists,
became
in- bass comes from stream
sizes offered are 1, 2 and
Fenton airstrip just off U.S. 4, in
creasingly desirable with the fishermen, since bass grow
choice of Winchester or
rapid increase in fishing slowly in streams, requiring
Western brands.
pressure during the past an additional year to reach 12
By virtue of their extra
several years. In the '60s, inches. But while this will
pellets, the new loads will
increases were absorbed by mean fewer bass can be kept
produce denser patterns at
the construction of new lakes, the first year the 12 inch limit
normal waterfowl hunting
but although dam building in is in effect, by the second year
ranges, providing an inthe commonwealth has now the bass will have "caught
creased margin of efslowed considerably, fishing up" and there should be just
EDGEFIELD, SC — The mittee support the effective fectiveness to the waterfowler
pressure continues to in- as many legal sized bass as National
Turkey and economic restoration hunting in designated steel
Wild
crease.
before — if not more, in the Federation recently took a techniques of live-trapping shot areas.
Also, biologists saw that the case of heavily fished giant step forward in the and the transplanting of wild
The Super-X steel shot load
old belief that a lake could not streams.
restoration of true strains of stock into suitable habitat
contains a special one-piece
be "fished out" simply was
The 12 inch limit will also the wild turkey with its
The pen-raised turkey idea cup wad and shot collar
not true. Studies at Cave Run afford a better predator-prey resolution opposing the dies hard, and the idea is still desigtfe'd to help protect
Lake near Morehead provide balance in streams, just as it release of pen-raised, or game alive today, even though the shotgun barrels. A higha good example. During 1975, will in ponds and lakes. Thus, farm turkeys. Experience and system has been proven un- strength plastic hull conalmost 80 per cent of the legal biologists expect the fishing- research has clearly shown sound, outmoded, dangerous tributes to smooth, reliable
sized bass in the lake were for bluegill, rock bass that pen-raised turkeys are to the resource, and finan- feeding and ejection in any
caught, wit more than half of (redeye) and other pan fish to poorly adapted for survival in cially wasteful. Thee NWTF shotgun action. Dependable
these removed from the lake improve.
the wild and seldom survive, resolution sets the direction noncorrosive
priming
during the spawning period
Of course, all these plus they can result in the for the proper and effective provides for quick,' sure
beneficial effects of an in- actual decline or extirpation restoration of this grand bird. ignition of the load's .clean.
(April and May).
As a result, so few bass creased size limit depend upon of wild turkeys already ocFor your copy of the progressive burning powder.
The new Winchester and
survived to the 1976 spawning fishermen observing it. So cupying the habitat by in- resolution,
write , to
season that reproduction was when you take to the waters troducing diseases, parasites, NATIONAL WILD TURKEY Western Super-X steel shot
low and bass fishing suffered a next year, remember that the and genetic pollution.
FEDERATION, WILD load will carry a suggested list
The NWTF and its 39- TURKEY
marked decline from which it increase was made for your
BUILDING, price of $10.75 per box for the
2-3.4-inch shells and $13.75 eier
benefit and observe the new 12 member Technical Corn- EDGEFIELD, SC 29824.
has yet to recover.
box for the 3-inch magnum

KentuckyAfield

•-•

equipment, fishing, and wind
surfing demonstrations, and a
flea market.
A sky diver exhibition by the
Ft. Campbell Parachute Club,
the Ft. Campbell Military
Band, and an exhibit by the
Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Agency will highlight the
special weekend.
Campers at Piney will have
a wide variety of activities
from which to choose including Living
History
programs, bands, guided
nett& hikes, nature crafts,
shuffleboard and washer toss
tournaments, softball,
volleyball, square dances, and
puppet shows.
The event is sponsored by
the Kentucky NCHA Clubs
from District One; Murray
State University Park and
Recreation Club; Tennessee
NCHA Clubs from the Middle
Tennessee District; the Good
Sam Clubs, Murray and
Hopkinsville, KY; U.S. Army
Outdoor Recreation Section,
Ft. Campbell; Land Between
The Lakes Area Ministry;
Western Kentucky Twin
Lakes Recreation- Vehicle
Dealers Association (RVDA);
Dover-Stewart County
Chamber of Commerce,
JaYcees;13&PW, and Kiwanis
Club; and TVA's Land Between The Lakes.

SteelShot Being Offered
For Waterford Hunting

Opposes'WI?Releasing
OfPen-raised Turkeys

yrimmuminsunussumsnmis

Prompt, Efficient Service

Chemical Co.
Inc.

LOcated W Railroad Atfenue

753-1933

S
a

24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray,Ky.

Days 753-7404 •
Nights 753-2486
-We Appreciate Your Business-

_
thry. 641 South kono 753-9491

Brut 476, Celsius, Nebraska 611601
Dedicated to buildIng better relations
between the true sportsman and our farmer
and rancher friends

This ad is currently appearing nationally in
farmer and rancher publications

Former Ash And Wildlife

Enforcement*odor Dies
Kentucky sportsmen and
officials with the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources were
saddened in late August at
word that A.H. Henson, the
former director of the Division
of Law Enforcement, passed
away after a nine-month
illness. "Hess" died in Miami
Valley Hospital at Dayton,
Oh., 10 a.m.Sunday, August 28
and was buried in Vandalia,
Oh., the following Wednesday.
Henson concluded a 30-year
career with the department on
April 30 of this year when he
retired. The career began in
1947 when Hess was named
Mason Co. conservation officer (CO), then served in
later years as -a wildlife
conseivation education
supervisor, regional super-

•

visor in the Eighth Wildlife
District, and
assistant
director (1953-1969) and
director (1969-1977) of law
enforcement.
Under Henson's guidance,
the division saw an upgrading
in the number of officers, their
pay and the equipment and
education offered them in the
performance of their duties.
"Throughout his career,
'Hess' showed an abiding
concern for the welfare of the
wildlife he was sworn to
protect and the Kentucky
sportsman has lost a true
remarked
ally,"
Commissioner Arnold L. Mitchell
on Henson's death. Henson is
survived by his wife, Martha,
a daughter and a son, and
several grandchildren.

-

oy hunting is set by subtracting from the 25 limit
any grizzlies killed as livestock predators or as a
threat to human life and those tuned in acci
dents
The grizzly is under intensive study by several
teams of researchers to determine its needs for
survival

•

Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses

Carroll Tire Service
444elit
lpee Us For

I urornvr,

Uniroyal Gumbo and Michelin Tires

14a•Pe
Air.41111101,

1105 Pogue

753-1489

llllllNUMMI,llllllM

Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing Tackle
Camping Equipment
Boating Accessories
Guns & Ammo

Bowhunters Who Care

The only sport hunting for the grizzly bear per
milted in the United States at present is in th•
Bob Marshall Ecosystem outside Glacier
National Park Montana There, under strict fed
eral regulation Montana has established a
quota of 25 grizzlies killed for any reason in that
area The number of bears which can be taken

Uncle Jeff's

All merchandise sold et discount prices

Hunters was wear Ibis nationally recognized symbol
ask permission to hunt, keep vehicles off erosion prone terrain and go out of their way not to disturb grazing livestock.
They are careful hunters and are always good sportsmen.
They are the kind of people you can feel comfortable with.
Chances are you already know some of them. If you
don't, this patch is a good introduction.
Members of the "Bowhunters Who Care" in your community will be glad to share information about the association with you or if you prefer write the national office

Bunter's
Notebook

In!

Thornton
Body
Shop

Is Our Business"

shells.
The use of steel shot is
required by law for waterfowl
hunting in 1977 in certain
designated areas of the
Atlantic and Mississippi
flyways and in specified
National Wildlife Refuge
areas. (Copies of steel shot
zones and regulations can be
obtained from the U. S. Fish
Service,
and
Wildlife
Washington, D. C. 20240.1
Steel shot may cause barrel
damage in some guns, and
should be used only in
firearms in good condition and
designed for modern ammunition of the proper gauge.
If doubt exists, check with the
gun manufacturer or a
competent gunsmith.

jr4

Some People
Appreciate
A Favor

Short Shots From
Land Between The bikes

IJNIIIHINIIININION

1
1
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Storey's

FoodGiad
Open 7 Days A Week /
8 a. m.:10:00 p. m.
Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753-8322

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St.

641 Super Shell

753-3226

Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.

Hwy. 641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters
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2 Notice

2 Notice

a

YOUR KEYtoBuy,SeiriiiTriae Anything

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

COLOR PORTRAITS,

ARE THE CLASSIFIEDS

All display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the clay
before
publication.

bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

am
,

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDIJNE,
753-6333.

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 18th
President
6 Rent
I 1 Sharp reply
13 Mendicant •
14 Babylonian
deity
15 Plaguing
I 7 Behold'
18 Sum up
20 Former
Russian
rulers
21 Free of
22 Gull like
bird
24 Youngster-L.,.
25 Rational
26 Close fitting
heavy
jacket
28 Solitary
,
29 Holds in
high regard
Chair
30
31 Merganser
32 Enthusiasm
34 Condescending
look
35 Preposition
36 Supercilious
person
38 Organ of
hearing
I
39 Peeled
41 Tibetan
gazelle
42 Man's
nickname
43 Shreds
45 Initials of
26th
President
46 Bristly
48 Leaked
through
50 Jogs
51 Unwanted
• plants

DOWN

An SWOr 10 Fr$C111y 3 Puzzle

von moan nnm
ran nnzarms nrm
asinnui =mann
suno ARAM
palm non unpin

1 Massive
2 Schoolbook
3 Near
4 Negative
5 Allowance
for waste
6 Part of
• camera
7 Urge on
8 Symbol for
srlver
9 Salty
10 Wear away
12 Experiences
13 Flying
creature
16 District in
Germany
19 Visionary
21 Raging
23 More recent
25 Floats in air
27 Indefinite
number
1

2

3 -4

CrEl MARRO
ell MO0 ROA OA
CBE= OAR AMU
MOM EDO OUOU
COMO DUO
U1j1jLIA0 AUO4U12
COP MIAMI UM
111111 Cummo time
number
28 Hawaiian
wreath
35 Doom
37 Poets
30 Frolics
31 Officer who 39 Free ticket
40 Delineated
tests
weights
43 Small child
44 Bishopric
32 Classify
47 Preposition
33 Sounded a
horn
49 Hebrew
34 Smallest
letter

5

7 - •

ii

12

14

-...
,•...i15
.•...
...
I9
.10;•'.4 20
V-.
.
'.
.
23 .-.....:-.'

18
22
26

l':::::6

7

8

9

10

' 13
,
16
'
.

1:::H
21

27

,-

;•-• t

'

30

".." 31
,
34

32
t.

33
..36
P

35

39

38
-.

42

43

47

46

'

110

,'•- ''' •

50

37

40 ,.: : 41
...
/4
i.".....\
49
51

6 Help Wanted

2 Notice

2 Notice

PROVERBS 14:12 "There
is a way which seemeth
right unto a man; but
the end thereof are the
ways of death." Are you
sure your right, or does
it just Seem right? To
make sure you are right,
read God's instruction
manual, The Holy Bible,
and be sure. Don't wait
until it's too late. Need
assistance? Call 7530984.

3 Card Of Thanks
WORDS ARE inadequate
to express the thanks for
the many kindnesses
extended to us by our
friends and neighbors
following the death of
our husband and father,
Pat Wicker. For the
prayers, cards, food,
flowers and just your
presence; a special
thanks to Bro. Calvin
Wilkins and Bro. W. A.
Farmer for their words
of comfort.
May God Bless you.
The family of Pat
Wicker

MURRAY ICE CO. is nou
taking coal orders. Call
753-1813.
BOOKRACK Thousands
used paperbacks. Sell 12
price. Trade two for 1.
Two locations. 808
Chestnut, Murray and
Paducah
Square,
Paducah.

WORDS
ARE
INADEQUATE to express our appreciation
and thanks ft:1r the many
kindnesses
exteded
.1 to us during the long
illness and subsequent
death of our wife and
mother, Mrs. Sue
Johnson. Special thanks
to our many friends,
neighbors, and relatives
who have brought food
to our house, to the
persons for the flowers,
for the consoling words
of Bro. Henry Hargis,
the service of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home, and the
singers from the Union
Grove Church of Christ.
Your many acts of
kindness and sympathy
will
always
be
remembered.
Charles D. Johnson,
Mickey & Jody Johnson,
Melinda Johnson

....el* 10
1977 Unliod Feetun• Synchcale. Inc

Beetle Baile

The Phantom
11217 SOME V.
- WHAT -.).
(WHAT KIN G
,OF
PAPER5 FALL wiNDOw,
MAJOR 2
FROM THAT
MAJOR? .04.
I
VI1NPOW?

PAPER,

INMATES SLEEPING
TILL NOON .,.
BREAKFAST
IN CELLS-.

HERE'S SOmETHINC,
I DiDNT KNOW

PERKINS

IS NOW OPEN
UNTIL MIDNIGHT

FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
NIGHT.
EVERY

00 YOu REALIZE
THE WHiTE HOUSE HAS
107 ROOMS
,

THAT HOUSEwORK
\../OuLD SE
muRDER,

LADY TO STAY in home
of elderly couple. For
information call 492-8165
• after 8 p. m.
PRODUCTION HELP
wanted. Evening shift.
One or two openings on
days. Men or women.
Some jobs are permanent, some temporary. Apply in person,
Ky. Candy Company.

I•m'BURGER
QUEEN

PROJECT MANAGER
for general construction
construction
and
management company
to do hospitals, industrial and large
commercial work. Must
be capable of layouts
and coordination of
subcontractors. Prefer 5
to 10 years experience.
Send resume to HartzKirkpatrick
Construction Company, P.
0. Box 1328, Owensboro,
Ky. 42301.

over 18,
nights.
Apply in person

Majestic

THAT 14ORGE
RADISH 15

AlABIT1OLLS

BIGGERrr-

f

15 Articles For Sale

1-TAPPAN
MICROWAVE Oven
with defrost. $11.00 per
month
WAC. For
information call 7530595.
1-12 CU. Fr. G. E. white
refrigPrater. freezer.
$11.00 per mbnth WAC.
For information call 7530595.
SALE-KING automatic
wood heaters. $149.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
FRIGIDAIRE portable
dishwasher with
chopping block top, good
condition, $40. Zenith
24" color T.V. needs new
picture tube, $35. Call
753-2234 after 5 p. m.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plyw'pod 34"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per
inch.
Paint.
Styofoam insulation '2" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stars at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skirting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
SALE - all fuel chimney,
triple wall, 6" x 36".
$21.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
22' STAINLESS steel
trailer, was used for
refrigerator hauling.
i• Excellent condition. Call
436-2382 after 6 p. m.
SHINGLES, BLACK
Celotex 5 one-third sq. '
$75. Nails I to inc., 19 lb.
$8.00. Call 436-2121.
AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
'sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
16 Home Furnishings

HEAVY DUTY' metal
twin size bed frame and
box springs. Clean, good
condition. Call 753-6909.

$200 WEEKLY POSSIBLE stuffing envelopes. Sehd a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
• Eureka, South Dakota
'
57437.

•

WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669;

Pizza

HELP WANTED to work
as • warehouseman and
part time counter sales
help. Send resume to
Box 32T.

GRoWit.1

WE BUY used trailersCall 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.

GAS STOVE 6500 BTU.
$125.00. Call 436-2265.

HELP WANTED - a wash
and lube person. Full
time. Send resume to P.
0. Box 32U.
HO/ r I NEVER)
SAW ONE 50 -

WANT i
air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.

Steak House

Hwy.641 N.

Lii Abner

MSU STUDENT wishes to
find part time janitorial
work after school.
Nights and-or weekends.
Reliable and efficient.
Please call 767-4065, ask
for Kevin.

TOBACCO STICKS any
amount. Call 489-2126.

WANTED
Delivery
Boy
Nexr Weave: THE A4AYERS.

Blondie

PA/ICAKi
011131

of Mayfield is looking
for a quality person to
train and take the
position
of
Management in our
to
Store.
Due
promotions within the
,Burger
Mayfield
Queen we have this
opening now.
most
is
This
definitely not a dead
end position. We are,
looking for someone
who wants to get
ahead in life and be
willing to accept
responsibility
and
future
work, for
promotions and opportunities.
All applications will
be taken in confidence.
Contact:
Bob Morris
or Neil Smith
Mayfield
Burger Queen
1002 Paris Id.
241-1540

S MY NEW
REDJCING.
r- AESINET

THAT PRISON TOUR
WAS A FARCE.

'EXPERIENCED NIGHT
waitress and day dishwasher. Apply in person
at Trenholrns, Chestnut.

3 Card Of Thanks

Nancy

PST!

HELP WANTED to cut
tobacco. Call 753-4392
after 9 p. m.

9 &tuitions Wanted

KITie" SIZE water bed
and frame. $75. Call 7532864.
AMERICAN
'EARLY
couch and chair. Excellent condition. Also
baby stroller and high
chair. Call after 5:30 7534841.
REFRIGERATOR, $50.
Call 753-0652.
COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar
and
amp.
• Electric welder, 50 amp
and
miscellaneous
items. Call 753-8127.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
1-EUREWA VACUUM
Cleaner upright. $8.00
per month WAC. For
information call 7530595.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
19 Farm Equipment
TWO ROW FORD corn
picker mounted on
International tractor.
Elevator and 2 wagons.
$2,000. Call 437-4750.
•
TRUCK TOOL boxes,
Standard box, $79.95.
Heavy Duty, $89.95.
Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.
ALL FORD AG or Industrial tractor engines
rebuilt. Fast service,
quality
work,
reasonable fees. A and I
Ford Supply, Paris,
Tenn. 642-8544.
1968 300 MF DIESEL
combine. 13 ft. robot
header. Corn header.
Call 753-1381 after 6 p.
m.
1973
MARLIN
RUNABOUT. 16 ft. Red
metal flake, like new.
115 Mercury motor.
Shorelander trailer. All
accessories
including
skis. Priced in 3's. Call
753-8114 after 4 p. m.
BOYS 24" 10 speed
bicycle. New. $65. Call
753-0990.
GIRLS
10
SPEED
bicycle. With child's
seat. Call 753-9798.
23. Exterminating

ia FREE -,A1

Termite 11
Inspection

Certified Ity IPA
Avoid Costly Ilene Itepsins

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
NemetommiwW*ww.W.w111
yews. Oa ert dr en ammo iota WM
Isteideed.
100 South 13th St.
Phone 7S3-3914
Roaches,Sliver Flail
and Shrubs

24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,
all
Healthopedic or foam.
Also see their elegant
gallery of furniture,
Bamboo, Wicker, and
Brass. WISES WEST
KY. MATTFtESS AND
FURNITURE
1136
South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1-443-7323.
LTD FORD 19711:4 door,
with air, good condition.
One bench grinder, new,
15' deep freeze 4 month
old. Wood heating stove.
Ca1f-437-4801.
SALE - FRANKLIN
fireplace, 24 in. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
14,000 BTU G. E. Air
Conditioner, Close Out
Sale. $12.00 per month
WAC. For information
call 753-0595./
RABBITS, YOUNG does
and bucks. Also eating
Rabbit, $2.50, dressed
free. Call 753-8884.
1-G. E. HEAVY Duty
Washer, harvest gold.
$16.00 per month WAC.
For information call 7530595.
26 TV Radio
1-10"
G.
E.
PORTACOLOR T. V.
$12.00 per month WK.
For information call 7530595.
NEW ' 19"
Color
Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $399.00. J and B Music
- Magnavox,753-7575.

27 Muoile Home Sales
1971 12 x 40 WEIELLER
mobile home. Fully
carpeted (new), completely underpinned.
Excellent condition.
Furnished
unor
furnished. Call 3544735.
USED TRAILER 8 x 48
needs work. Call 4892640 after 5 p. m.
12 x 60 3 BEDROOM,"1
acre lot. Near East
Elementary. $7500. Call
753-8657.
1970 12 x 65 MODERN
Age. Two bedroom
mobile home and 100 x
175 ft. lot with utility
building. $8,500. Call 7538086 after 4 p. m.
12 x 52 MOBILE home.
$5,000 or $1500 and take
over paymenta. Call 7591039.
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good condition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME spaces.
Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. South
• 16th Street. .Call 7533855.
SMALL HOUSEtrailer on
waterfront lot
on
Bloodriver Lake. Air
condition. $40 per
month. Call 436-2427.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280
30 Business Rentals

--

SMALL WAREHOUSE or
shop 600 sq. ft. Good
condition. Call 753-8216
after 5.
32 Apartments For Rent
APARTMENT
near
downtown Murray. Call
at noon or after 5, 7534109.

1

33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS,WALKING from
MSU. Available this
weekend. Utilities
furnished. Call 753-1812.
36 For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack 753-8850
between 8 and 5.
37 Livestock

Supplies

BEAUTIFUL 21/2 YEAR
old Bay Quarter horse
gelding. Ready for
training, for sale or
trade. Call 753-6491.
CHESTNUT SADDLE
horse. Call 489-2548.
1(2 YEAR OLD black
Angus bull. Call 7534504.
TWO PONIES. Call 5278433.
THREE MALE baby
calves. $5.00 each. Call
753-5513.
AQHA QUARTER horse
mare, 2 years old.
Gentle and trained.
$1200. Call 753-7323.
38 Pets

Supplies

THREE PARAKEETS
with floor stand cage.
Toys and feed included.
Call after 5, 753-0345.
TALKING PARROT for
sale. $300 firm. Call 7530237.
STUD SERVICE in exchange of litter. Want
female
whitc Toy
Poodle. Call 7534163.
MINIATURE
PINSCHERS
called
miniature
Doberman
puppies. When full
grown, 10 to 12 inches, 8
to 12 lbs. Black and rust '
or red. Champion AKC
bloodlines.
Lookers
welcome. Call 753-5421
after 5 p. m.
TWO BEAGLE pups, 7
• months old. Already
running. 12 .x 18 ft. all,
steel dog run. Call 4362587.

1
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38 Pets
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48
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Supplies

HALF PERSIAN kittens.
Very nice. One calico,
one tan and white, one
tabby and white. Call
753-8761.
39 Poul•ty

Supplies

25 BIG RED hens, laying.
$1.00 a piece. Call 7534418.

3St

41 Public Sales

all

YARD SALE, Saturday
from 7 a. m. to 5 p. m.
423 South 10th Street.
Harlequin books, antiques, kerosene lamps,
needle work, afghans,
glassware, large size
ladies clothing and
furniture.

ty
53e.
tke
5960
)nets
i id
St
ng
to
a. 4

ind
uth
753-

on
on
ir
per
and
for
rts.

FOUR PARTY Carport
Sale. Monday September 12. 8:00 till
Clothes, children and
adult, nick..."hacks, Attys.
94 East, gravel rod,
just befdre Elm Grove
Baptist Church. Second
house on left.
43 Real Estate
VACATION COTTAGE,
suitable for year around
living. 2 Bedroom
frame, completely
furnished, located on
Primrose Drive, Pine
Bluff Shores Subdivision. Just a short
distance from the water.
Priced at $6,750. Call
STINSON REALTY,
753-3744.
337 N. Poplar-Benton

QUALITY
REALTY

.5274468 753.9625
01111PELL COPE (POKER

r. or
:ood
8216

:111
ear
Call
753-

this
ties
1812.

111

for
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ike
8-50

rse
or
or

ENERGY SAVER - 419
South 8th Street. Three
bedroom home with gas
heat and fireplace.
Highest heat bill $30.
Outside storage with
deep lot in quiet
residential
section.
Close to school and
downtown. $21,000.
Wilson Ins. and Real
Estate, 75 3-3 26 3
anytime.
BRICK 3 BEDROOM
home located only one
mile from Murray on
large 1½ acre lot.
Concrete
block
workshop and extra
outside storage building,
nice garden area, lots of
trees, shrubs and
flowers. A pretty picture
for pleasant living.
Priced in the low 30's.
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222, for
full time, courteous real
estate service.

43 Real Estate
PERFECT FOR the
young growing family.
1440 Sq. Ft. 3 bedroom
brick. Large kitchen has
snack bar and separate
dinette. Panelled den
with fireplace opens
onto private rear porch.
Chain link fenced rear
yard. Located at 1617
Catalina Drive. Only
$31,900.
In
New
Providence Community
- 7 miles from Murray.
Very nice 2 bedroom
home, economical gas
heat, many quality
features including plush
carpeting, range,
exhaust
fan,
refrigerator. Situated on
1 acre, large garage
with workshop. Only
$24,900. Call or come by
105 N. 12th, BOYD
MAJORS
REAL
ESTATE, 7518080.

Soo Us!
To SolList With Us
43uilding Lots for
Sale:

.Panorama Shores
Kennianna Area
Meadow Green Acres
Lynnwood Estates
WisweN Estates
Fairview Acres
Grove Heights
Call for more information
Three bedroom brick
home in Lynnwood
Estates,
newly
redecorated, fenced
back yard, concrete
drive, mid 30's. Call
us today for appointment.
New 3 bedroom brick
home in Fairview
Acres,low 40's.
New 3 bedroom brick
home in Lynnwood
Estates,low 40's.
Two bedroom frame
house and large extra lot, 5 miles on
South 121. Low 20's.
Beautiful 3 bedroom
home near Oaks
Country
Club,
located on 2 acre lot.
12 x 60 Mobile home
on large lot, ready to
move into, price
reduced.
44 Townhouse type
apartment complex.
Good return on investment, priced under $800,000.

Fulton Young
Realty
753-7333 after hours
Forrest Smilers
7534071
Fultea Timm
753-4046

No. I Portrait Studio & Frame Shop

ack
753-

527by
all

rse
ld.
d.

we Specisks U Ileavy Brisk ON

I
c

L. C. Lawson
Photographer & Colorist
IIAUTIFIL 16 x 20
PORTRAIT
JUT $25.00
+ a 5x7 or 8x10 HAND
PAINTED IN A FRAME

PICK

A

MINT

A

21,000 PRINTS & FRAMES

Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

ige.
led.

exant
oy

, 7
idy
all
136-

X

43 Real Estate
YEAR-ROUND HOME
with view of lake. Quiet
secluded area - 2
bedroom frame with
large living room,
fireplace, exceptionally
nice, storm doors and
windows, central gas
heat, priced in the 20's.
Call 753-1492 LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS.

[

GLOBAL
TRAVEL
BUREAU

'
rfie also have several lots available. Some near
the lake, some near Murray with hook up for all
utilities:

Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Located Southside Court Square
Pon Mobley
753 119S8
Open Doily Monday Saturday
G
Phone 753-4451
751 1,551
*ober
; Poq Service and Murray Calloway Carriv Board

It
of Reahort

19. Used Cars & Trucks

49 Used Cars & Trucks

1968 CAMARO needs
work. Cal! 767-2512
between Sand 7p. m.

1965 CHEVROLET. Call
409-2504.

FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size
auto, pickup or 12
passenger van. Murray
Leasing, Inc. 753-1372.

1972 MERCURY Monterey,4 door, white with
black vinyl top, double
power and air, 351CID
automatic. Local car.
61000.00. Call 1-354-6217.

Weida* Realty
"In Bysiness
Since 1956"
753-5646

1964 OLDS 98 Holiday
club coupe. One owner.
30,000 mile car. Call 4362427.

BIG FAMILY? A 4
bedroom,2/
1
2 bath home
in Gatesborough, has all
built-ins, carpet,
fireplace in family
room Central gas heat,
central air condition,
double garage, all
desirable features for
gracious living. Priced
in 60's. Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.

1977 COUPE DE VILLE
Cadillac, loaded with
equipment. 1977 El
Camino, loaded with
equipment. Call 7534509.

HWY 641 N - Only a short
distance from city Country comfort in this
newly decorated 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick
veneer. Large livingdining room, spacious
family room
with
Franklin fireplace.
Built-in kitchen includes
double-oven range, dishwasher, and compactor.
Situated on 3 level acres.
Barn at rear of lot. For
an appointment to see
this attractive property,
call or come by 105 N.
12th, BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE, 7538080.
4 BEDROOM Beauty.
Ideally located across
street
the
from
Robertson Elementary
and one block from the
university
campus.
Built in 1977, home has
central heat and air and
lots of energy saving
features including much
extra insulation. Priced
in the 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for full time,
competent real estate
service.
NEW EXECUTIVE home
in Canterbury Estates.
Roominess is the word
on this quality home
with 3 large bedrooms,
formal dining room,
living roonOilen with
beautifukXireplace,
1-1arge,Iir entry foyer
with ill floor, 2 car
garage and many, many
outstanding
features.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We
are working hard to
provide the best possible
service to you.
70 ACRE FARM just
listed. Frontage on 2
roads,60 tendable acres,
tobacco barn, all fenced
with new barbed wire
fencing. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222, Real Estate
Headquarters - in
Calloway County.

LAKE BARKLEY
PROPERTIES
Executive home, 4
bedrooms,3 baths,formal dining room. 9
rooms of gracious
living on over 500 ft. of
lake frontage, call for
details.

C

•

"FRANKLY WE WERE WORRIED
LOSING THE KISSINGER ACCOUNT,
THEN ALONG CAME -THIS C1/4?RUS
VANCE PER5ON."
43.Real Estate
100' it MO' LEVEL lots.
Choice of two, for only
$2,650 each. Located 5
mi. South of Murray on
the East side of US-641,
Call
STINSON
REALTY, 753-3744.
REALTORS

FOUR ROOM HOUSE
excellent for 2 people
Call 753-7948.
47 Motorcycles

South 12th at

Sycamore

TELEPHONE 753-1851

1976 SUZUKI GT-750. Call
759-1331.
1975 HONDA CL 360.
Extra
clean. 1974
Yamaha 500. Call 7536605 or 767-2457

REDUCED TO $12,500
about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near.
Murray and Ky. Lake.
1973 HONDA 500-4.
98 acres near lake, road
$800.00. Call 753-0911.
on two sides. Good
developing property or
175 ELSINORE, XR 75
cleared for farm use.
Honda, XL 100 trail bike,
Galloway Realtor, 505
Main, Phone 753-5842." CB 500 Honda. Call 7534509.
WE HAVE several pieces
of
lake
property 1975 HONDA 750. 2,000
available
including
miles. With trailer,
some choice water front
$1300. Call 767-2007.
lots. Ask to see our
1977 VAMAAA street
water front lots right on
bike, like new with
the lake. John C.
extras, or trade for car.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Call 436-2216.
Main St., 753-0101 or 753-7531.
49 Used Cars & Trucks

.KOPPERUD
REALTYM
"Your Key To Happy
House Hunting"
111 Main 753-1222
44 Lots For Sale
EXCELLENT QUALITY
1969 Chevrolet pickup
short wide bed, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
Call 753-2495.
FLORIDA LOT for sale.
Centrally located 1 mile
from Lake Okeechobee
Florida. Call 901-2328390.
ACRE LOT WITH all
hookups. 2'2 miles East
of Murray. Call after 5,
753-0345.
45 Farms For Sale
48 ACRE FARM. Approximately 35 acres
tendable, tobacco, corn
and bean land. Off Highway 121, 2 miles N. of
Coldwater on 1836. C.. 11
489-2131.
35.5 ACRES,all fenced. 30
acres tendable. Three
ponds, 1 stock barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000. Call 753-2280.

Many mobile homes
complete and set up,
ready to move in.
Lakefront
lakeview
available.

and
lots

1971 CHEVELLE Malibu.
New tires good condition, 3400 miles, AMFM, 8 track stereo,
power steering, air
condition, just tuned up.
Call 767-2142 ask for
Paul.
1268 BUICK ELECTRA
225, 2 door hardtop,
54,000 original miles,
power steering, power
brakes, air condition,
tilt wheel, excellent
condition. Calf 753-0717
after 5 p. m
1973
PLYMOUTH,
Satellite Sebring Plus,
black on black, 3 speed
automatic 318, ET
mags, Must sell. Call
489-2604.
1973
CHEVROLET
pickup Cheene Super
10. Long ‘%heel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
intcrior H:idial tires.
Transmi ,:n
needs
work. Cali 54-6206 after
4 p. m..
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering. an-, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.

1975 OLDS CUTLASS
Supreme. Call 753-6581.
1972 TOYOTA CORONA
Mark 2000. Four door
wagon. $2400. Call 7535630.
1959 CADILLAC Coupe
De
Ville.
Newly
restored. Good condition. Call 753-9181 or
after 5, 751-4530.

1975
Lincoln
Mark IV

HAMBURGER HELPER
For your budget! Priced in the low 20's...3
bedroom brick, wall paper and panelmacirapes,
concrete- drive...irrunaculate...Owner wants offer.

After Hours.
Loretta lobs '11-60"9
Helen Spann 7.1-8'r9

71i-1492

PS

1200 Svcamore

Bill•Payne
Brenda Ione,

4-94
8658

51 Services Offerer:
PROFESSIONAL carpet
and furniture cleaning.
Servicemaster
offers
steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years,anelare Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-'
troductory offer for July
and August, all carpet
and furniture cleaning
performed will be
Scotchguard free of
charge. Also contract
cleaning daily, weekly
or monthly. Call Ser-.
vicemaster, 753-0259
today.

50 Campers
10 VI'. MOTOR home
Call 753-4509.
WESTERN KY. TRAVEL
TRAILERS - complete
campers' store and
service deaprtment /at
124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
Ky. Call 522-8507.
51 Services Offered
'ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
alurninumk siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.
TREES TRIMMED and
cut. Call 753-4707.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate.. Call
753-8343;
,
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 06-2306.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
YOUNGBLOOD'S
ROOFING. Commercial
and residential. General'
carpentry. 10 years
experience. Call 759-1524_
after 5 p. m.
ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. can
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.
FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 or after 8 p. m.
354-8161 or 3548138.
M&M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
WILL HAUL LIME or
white rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
753-4545.

804 BROAD
EXT.
Between
4 p.m.-d# 6 p.m.

51 Services Otteret
DRIVEWAYS and
parking area white
rocked and graded. Riprap delivered and
placed. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p. m.
DO YOU NEED stumps
emoved from your yard
land cleared of
stumps? We csn remove 's #
stumps upv to 24- j
.
beneath ground. Leavesonly sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. ALso dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
BABYSITTING IN IN my
home in Murray. Experience.
Excellent
references. Call 7536421.
GLASS WORK, mirrors,
aluminum store fronts,
auto
glass,
plexiglass, plate, window glass and glass
showcases. M and G
Complete
Glass,
Dixieland Center, 7530180.
54 Free Column
ADORABLE COCKER
Spaniel female. iGood
with children, good-pet.
Call 753-9390.
FREE KITTENS red and
silver tabby or striped.
Housebroken. Call 4365502.

MARBLE
Don't let the Bathroom make your house
look "Behind The Times" Give it the

"Now Look"with
MARBLE

Thornton Tile
&Marble
'Quality That Will Please'.
So 9th

4

You've heard about
Fisher stoves now
see a live demonstration
in the parking lot

Saturday,
September 10th
9 to 5
Rain or Shine

FISHER
8

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for , your
needs.
LIGHT HAULING and
yard
work.
Free
estimates. Call 753-5567
WILL STAY with elderly
people. days. Call 4354169

15,500 Actual Miles
Like New
I
Local One Owner Car
See At.

I'"

3031r)

1976 MONTE CARLO,
1.andau, one owner.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
19,000 actual miles.
underpinning, awnings,
Factory tape, air,
roofs sealed, and*Alcoa
power, and many other
aluminum house siding
extras. Call 753-5421
& trim. Call Jack
after 5 p. m.
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
EXTRA NICE 1971 Buick
Skylark. $1295. Call 527-INSULATION • SAVES
7879 Benton, Kentucky.
MS. Rockwool inafter 6 p. m., anytime
sulation blown attics
weekend.
and walls. Financing
available.
Free
1968 BUICK ELECTRA
estimates. Call 753-3316. p•
225. Real good condition
in and out and motor.
GUITAR LESSONS given
$395. Call 436-5548.
at Chucks Music. All
styles, also music
1969 FORD pick-up
theories. Call .753-3682.
Ranger V-8 automatic
with air. In good FOR YOUR
septic tank
condition with insulated
and backhoe work
topper. Call 1-354-6217
needs. Also septic tank
after 4 p. m.
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
1975 CHRYSLER New
436-2586 or 436-5348.
Yorker, 4 door, all
power has everything. HAVING TROUBLE
Extra
getting those small
clean, low
mileage. Perfect conplumbing jobs done?
dition. Call 753-4620 or
Then call 753-6614.
see at 1667 Calloway
CUsTOM CARPET Care.
Ave.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
1962 CHEVROLET, good
will clean the hallway
work car or hunting car.
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10'`x
Call 436-5395 after 3:30 p.
10' room would only be
m.
$8.00. Call 7531359.
1973 V. W. SQUAREBACK, 52,000 miles. Runs TWO EXPERIENCED
mothers
do
will
good. $1000. Call 759babysitting in our home.
1447.
Flexible hours.. Call 7535206 or 753-6872.
1967 DELTA 88, 2 door
hardtop. Call 753-6929
GUTTERING BY Sears,
after 6 p. m.
Sears Continuous gutters
installed per your
FOR SALE - 1976 Dodge
specifications.
Call
van Sportsman 100 with
Doug
Taylor
753-2310
at
air, AM-FM, cruise.
for free estimates.
Must sacrifice. Call 7530743. or 753-2700.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
1976 FORD LTD, red with
high heat and cooling
white hall vinyl roof.
bills. Call Doug Taylor
Power steering, brakes
at
753-2310 for free
and air. $4,500. Call 435estimates.
4238 after 5 p. m.

For Sale

LYNN
WAILER
REALTOR
Nikwey Al Owe Wit Mist al
Cask.
522-11755
OPEN EVERYDAY

NEED A LIGHT duty
pickup for that odd job?
Call Murray Leasing,
Inc. 753-1372.

46 Homes For Sale
1975 GRAND PRIX. Red
FRAME HOUSE,3 rooms
with white top, all
and bath. Utility room power,
air condition,
downstairs. One large
factory tape, new tires.
room upstairs. Lot
Local car. $3795. Call
x 87'2'. Call 753- after
6 p. m. 753-4469.
0833.

Two bedroom home on
large corner lot,
aluminum siding, landscaped,$14,000.
Tired of high utility bills? Let your treds work for
you, this beautiful four bedroom, 2/
1
2 bath home
has very low utility bills along with many other
extra's.' Call Purdom and Thurman 753-4451
today for an appointment.

Nil X

1973 BUICK REGAL.
Extra clean, sharp. Call
753-4358.

Three bedroom,2 bath
luxury home on 222 ft.
of water frontage, fanlandscaping,
tastic
wrap around deck,
garage,
carport,
$65,000.

for
53-

1 Ned
nan
ull
s, 8
ust
KC
ers
421
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THE FISHER SUPER STOVE

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Mr condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 753-

Space age Woodstove
newest home appliance
CLEAN, SAFE
WOODSTOVE IS
ENGINEERED FOR
MODERN HOMES

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
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New Faces On Campus

Two Departments Add Five
New Members To Faculties
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first in
a series of articles presenting new
faculty members on the Murray State
University campus.)
By DWAIN McINTOSH
A chairman and faculty member in
the Department of Military Science and
three faculty members in the Department of Engineering and Industrial
Technology make up the new faculty in
the College of Industry and Technology
at Murray State University for 1977-78.
LTC Randell G. Routt, a native of
fame County, has assumed his new
assignment as the head of the Department of Military Science', while Maj.
Benigno Gonzales, an assistant
professor, is the other new face in the
department.
New faculty in ,the Department of

Engineering and Industrial Technology
are: Dr. Marvin D. Mills, professor;
John R. Farrell, associate professor;
and Dr. Mahmoud (Mike) Davarpanah,
assistant professor.
Routt's last military assignment was
in Korea as the deputy commander of
the U. S. Army Material Support
Center. He eaf-ned the B. S. degree at
Western Kentucky University and the
M. A. degree at Middle Tennessee State
University.
A South Carolinian, Gonzales was on
the staff of the 1st Armored Division in
Germany prior to his assignment at
Murray State. He earned the B. S.
degree at Norwich University in Northfield, Vt.
Mills, whose hometown is Charleston,
W. Va., was formerly a professor of

occupational safety and health at
Marshall University. He earned the B.
S. degree at West Virginia State College
and the M. S. and Ed. D. degrees at
New York University.
Farrell was manager of manufacturing services with the Murray
Operation of the Tappan Co. before
joining the faculty. He earned the B. S.
degree at the University of Evansville
in his hometown and the M. B. A.
degree at Murray State during his
seven-year tenure at Tappan.
Davarpanah was a faculty member
last year at the University of Missouri
in Rolla where he earned both the M. S.
and Ph. D. degrees in electrical
engineering after doing the work for his
B. S. degree at the University of Tehran
in his native Iran.
•

Files About Lance Locked In
Safe During Senate Hearings
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — Files about
federal examinations of Bert Lance's
Georgia banks were locked in 'a
government official's bathroom -safe
while Lance's nomination as budget
director was being considered by the
Senate.
The incident is disclosed in a 200-page
report that draws no conclusions and
was submitted to the Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee
Friday by the Internal Revenue
Service.
The committee, which recommended
Lance's confirmation in January, is
now reviewing his financial affairs.
Lance, under increasing pressure to
resign, is scheduled to testify
Thursday.
Sen. Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn., the
chairman, asked Comptroller of the
Currency John G. Heimann to be ready
to answer questions about the IRS
report on Monday.
Robert G. Bloom, acting comptroller
of the currency until Heimann took over
in July, told IRS investigators he
ordered files about the Calhoun First
National Bank and the National Bank of
Georgia Stored— i1119kooffice safe in
December to çoid "leaks" of
confidential inforriation to the press.
The safe wasin .bathroom closet.
Bloom said 'he had the papers
removed from the safe in March or

April because "I thought that the press
in Mr. Lance was Over, a
judgment that will probably go down in
history as one of the worst ever made."
Lance's management of the two
banks has been criticized by Heimann's
office, although the comptroller found
no violations of federal banking laws.
Bloom told the Senate committee in
January he thought Lance well
qualified to be budget director.
Release of the IRS report followed
Heimann's second day of testimony
before the committee. The comptroller
was questioned about checks worth
$193,000 written by Lance at the end of
1976, when his checking account held
only $77,000.
Sen. Charles Percy, R-Ill., said he
intends to ask Lance whether the
checks, dated Dec. 31, "might have
been backdated and income tax
deductions might have been improperly
taken." A Lance spokesman denied
that a wrong date was purposely
written on the checks.
Heimann, who has been reluctant to
elaborate on his two reports on Lance's
affairs, said he would put that question
differently if it were up to him.
would ask for proper cash flow to
explain this happening," he said.
"What does it mean? Where did the
funds come from?"
The checks, drawn on one of Lance's

• interest

Georgia banks, were made out to two
New York City banks to repay two
loans.interest on loans is deductible for
income tax purposes.
The checks passed through the New
York banks on Jan. 14 and 15. '
In other developments:
—Deputy Atty. Gen. Peter Flaherty
agreed late Friday to let Ribicoff and
Percy examine the Lance material
which the Justice Department's
criminal division is investigating.
Justice Department spokesman
Marvin Wall said Flaherty worked out
the agreement with Ribicoff and Percy
after they asked to see the information
referred to the department by
Heimann's office.
The material deals with Lance's
alleged misuse of bankowneditirplanes,
for personal and political Arips while he
was a bank president.
—Sen. Mark 0. Hatfield, R-Ore., said
in a Eugene, Ore., speech that the news
media had been "trying" Lance and
"finding him guilty before the facts are
in."
Hatfield said, "He's one of the most
able men of the Carter administration
and if he's guilty of something, I have
yet to know what it is."
n. Adlai Stevenson,D-Ill., said he
thiliks Lance should resign.

Two Die, 21 Injured, As Car
Slams Into Elderly Picnic Crowd

The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
ill speak on "Be Angry and
Sin Not" at the 10:45 a.m.
;erv ices and on "Grieving The
Holy Spirit" at the seven p.m.
orship services on Sunday,
September 11, at the First
Baptist Church. Scriptures
,A ill be from Ephesians 4:2631-32, and from Ephesians
430.
Special music will be by the
Church Choir, directed ,by
tialley, minister of
music, with Mrs. Joan Bowker
organist. Their selections
ll be "God So Loved the
morning, and
World,"
Standing On The Promises,"
evening.
At the morning service Bro.
Halley will sing a solo, "Art
Thou the Christ?", and at the
evening .service pirs, Faye
Nell Flora will. A% a solo,
The Way That He Loves."
G. T. Moody, minister of
education, and M. C. Garrott,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the services. The ordinance
of baptism will be observed at
the morning service.
Volunteer nursery' workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Settle, Raymond Clark, Mrs.
Bobby McDowell, Mrs.
Durwood Beatty, Miss Lynn
Beatty, Miss Carol Sears,
Mrs. Joe Rexroat, Miss Julie
Billington, Miss Claudia
--Rillingtom Mrs. A. C. Sanders,
and Johnny Carruthers.
- Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.. and Church Training will
be at six p.m.

Bro. Hoover Will
Speak, University
Church Of Christ
Regular worship services
will be held at the University
Church of Christ on Sunday,
September 11, at 10:30 a.m.
and six p.m. with Bro. Kenneth Hoover as the speaker.
The morning sermon topic
will be -Knowing God" with
the scripture from Acts 17:2131. -Where Is God?" will be
the evening sermon topic with
Psalms 139:1-18 as the
scripture.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Robert
Hendon, Drew McGukin,
Willard Ails, David Fitts,
Wayne Williams, and Harold
Grogan.
In charge of The Lord's
Supper will be Richard Smith,
Bob Starks, Terry Smith,
Duane Dycus, Tim Feltner,
George Gallagher, Milburn
Evans, Vernon Butterworth,
and Pete Wyro.
Nursery supervisors will be
Edith Sledd, Pansy Ford,
Margaret Dunn, Sherry
Newsome,, Deanie Chrisman,
and Mirriam Hendon.

from 47 to 93. At least 13 of accelerator and that was it."
"Bodies, whegIchairs and
them were more than 70 years
food went in every direction.
old, eight of them in their 80s.
saw a car pulling up No one could move because
behind me," Schulte told most of the people were old
were
.in
their
reporters. "I jammed on my and
brakes to avoid hitting it. Then wheelchairs," said Eunice
I put the car in forward. I Cope, a member of the
thought I was hitting the Volunteers Association, which
brakes, but I must have hit the sponsored the 'picnic.
,
Leona Shrewsberry said
Schulte backed against the
side of her vehicle as he was
driving out of a parking lot of a
professional building adjacent
to the nursing- home. Police
said Schulte had just had an •
appointment With an eye
doctor at the building.
"The next thing I knew, I
heard his. tires squealing, and
it looked like he panicked and
drove right into the yard of
people," she said. -He just
plowed right into them. I felt
kind of sick."
"He not Ohly drove into the
crowd, he backed into a
second group of residentgi"
said
Fred
Moon,
administrator of the nursing
home. "I guess he panicked,
know he pushed the pedal to
the floor."
Schulte was released after
questioning. Police Sgt. Alvin
Dunkin said the case will be
sent to a grand jury.
"The man was licensed to
drive, although I don't know
how," said Dunkin. - We were
able. to impound the car, but
had to let him go. It's a sad
thing. Schulte'was going into a
nursing home himself on Oct.,
MOLDAVIAN DANCE TROUPE — fhe Prieteniya dance ensemblt of the Soviet
Union's Modlavian Socialist Republic performs a folk dance recently. The slow speed
'The two dead were
of the photographer's shutter caused the blurred appearance of the outer ring of men
identified as Virginia Dicks,
dancers.
89, and Nellie Ford, 83. both
(4PWireptoto)
residents of the home

INDIANAPOLIS ( AP) —
"We were just getting started
and bringing out the food,"
Beverly Cook said about the
picnic for residents of the
Healthcare
Americana
Center. "Suddenly people
were laying all over."
Without warning, a car
driven by 81-year-old Leo M.

4

Schulte of Indianapolis — who
police say was soon to enter a
nursing, home himself —
jumped a curb and plowed
through the crowd of about 100
picnickers, many of whom
were in wheelchairs.
Two were killed and 21
injured in the accident Friday.
The injured ranged in age

Christian Church To Hear Dr. Roos Sunday Morning
"The New Creation" will be
the subject of the sermon by
the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos,
pastor of the First Christian
Church ( Disciples of Christ),
at the 10:45 a.m. worship
services on Sunday, September 11, at the church.
Margaret Porter will direct
the chancel choir as they sing
the anthem, "I Come,0 Lord,
Unto Thee" with Jane Prince
as organist.
Lee Stewart will be worship
leader, Emily Apperson will
be candle lighter, and Miss

Episcopal Church
To Hold Services
St. John's Episcopal Church
will have worship services on
Sunday, September 11, with
the Rev. Stephen Davenport,
vicar of the church, in charge.
Holy Communion will be at
8:30 a.m. with Ray Redden as
acolyte. At 9:45 a.m. Morning
Prayer will be held with Ben
Moore as acolyte. Church
School and congregational
meeting will be at eleven a.mV

Robertson PTA Will
Meet Here On Monday
The Robertson .School
Parent-Teacher Association
will meet Monday, September
12, at 7:00 p.m. at the school
cafeteria forlhe first meeting
of the year.
This will be an open house
and orientation program with
Mary Ryan, school principal,
as guest.

Methodist Church
To Heari Dr. Fisher

Rozella Henry and Dr. and
Mrs. Woodfin Hutson will be
greeters.
Elders serving will be
Henry Hblion and Eugene
Scott. Elmer Collins, David
Eldredge, Norman Hale, and
Leon Smith will serve as
deacons. Mrs, Clyde Jones
will be official church visitor
for the week.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. Vespers will be at six
p.m. Sunday with Sherrie
Hedges as pianist and Dr.
Roos as song leader.
The God Squad and Senior

American Legion And
Auxiliary To-lieet
The fall conference of the
First District of the American
Legion and Auxiliary will be
held at Chief Paduke Post 31,
Paducah, on Sunday.
Registration will be held
from noon to one p.m. with a
luncheon priced at $3 beginning at one p.m. However,
people wishing to attend the
luncheon
rda
il.register by one
eoantum
p chs
Mrs. Garnett Grant of
Bellevue, president, and Mrs.
Rose E. Bauder of Lexington,
secretary and treasurer, will
represent the state group at
the meeting.
Further information and
reservations may be obtained
by telephoning 442-4208 or 4438557.

Memorial Church
To Hear Pastor &
Rev. Jack Geurin

The Rev. Jerrell White,
pastor of the Memorial
The Rev. Dr. James A. Baptist Church, and the Rev.
Fisher,Sr., will be the speaker Jack Geurin, evangelist, will
at the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. be the speakers at the 10:50
worship services on Sunday, a.m. and seven p.m. services
September 11, at the First respectively on Sunday,
September 11, at the church.
United Methodist Church.
"Blessings For The Doer Of
H,is subject will be "When
Life Grows Stale" with his The Word" will be the subject
text from Isaiah 40:27-31. 'of the sermon by the Rev.
-Greeters for Sunday will be White. His scripture will be
/ from Jamet 1:22-25. Jimmy
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Pitts.
Church school will be held Wyann, deacon of the week,
between the morning services. will assist in the morning
A cookout for all Junior services.
The Rev. Ron Hampton,
High and Senior High Youth
will be held at the home of the minister of music, will direct
Rev. and Mrs. Robert E. theadult choir in singing the
Farless, 1712 Magnolia Drive, selection, "Praise Hymn,"
Murray, on Sunday at 5:30 with Margaret Wilkins as
p.m. Games, activities, organist and Diane Dixon as
singing, and a preview of the pianist.
"Being Obedient" will be
fall program for junior high
( grades 7 and 8) and Senior the subject of the evening
High (grades 9 through 12) sermon by the Rev. Geurin.
Special music will be
will be featured.
presented.
LAKE DATA-,
Church Teaching will be at
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 355.9, 9:40 a.m. with the subject of
up /M.
the lesson being "Stop,
Below dam 302.7, down 0.1.
Thief!" and Elbert Thomason
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.9,
as director. J. T. Lee is
up 0:1.
director of the Church
Below dam 303.0, up 0.1.
Training scheduled at six p.m.
Sunset 7:14. Sunrise 6:34.
Sunday.

High group will have a potluck
supper at 5:30 p.m. Sunday.
Brainstorming will be at 4:30
p.m. with Ruth Perkins and
Gary Martin along with the
parents.

Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Services
At Murray Church
The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hear Bro.
John Date speak Sunday,
September 11, at 8:30 a.m.,
10:40 a.m., and six p.m.
worship services.
-My Jesus, As Thou Wilt"
will be the morning sermon
topic with the scriptire from
Matthew 26:39-42. The evening
topic will be "Profession of
Faith" with scripture from I
Timothy 6:11-13.
Assisting in the services will
be Ron McNutt, Owen
Moseley, James Mowery,
Jamie Potts, Leon Adarfit,
Randy Wright, Jerry Bolls,
Bobby Johnson, Ed Thomas,
Ottis Valentine, Jim Spurlock,
Johnny Bohannon, and Terry
McDougal.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Vernon Anderson; Bud Gibbs, James
Lamb, and Jimmy Ragsdale.
Gary Lamb, James Lamb,
Emmanuel Manners, and
Nuel McNutt will serve on the
Extension Department. The
team nursery helper will be
Pam Sills.
Bible Study will be held at
9:40 a.m. and the County wide
gospel singing will be at the
Seventh and Poplar Church at
2:30 p.m. on Sunday.
Of,the 8,000 deaths by drowning in 1975, about 3,000 were related to swimming or playing
in the water. The remaining 5,000 , were non-swimming fatalities.

If You
Need Them:
Fire
Police
Rescue
.
Ambulance,
Hospital ,
Emergency
Humane Society

753-1441
753-1621
753-052
753-9331
753-5131

153-35_3-5
Comprehensive
753-6622
Cme
Poison Control . . 753-7581
Senior Citizens . . 153-8929
Needline
753-NEED
learn To Read . . 753-228t

cial Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

r

(Aare
AMERICAS NO.1
SELLING WAGON

PAA

Definitely a No. 1 price. Another reason
could be room . .. a major reason you buy
a wagon in the first place. Volare gives
you more room than any other American
compact wagon. More room in the passenger compartment, more room ih the
cargo area. Volare even has 75% the

cargo space of an average 04011 size
wagons. No wonder America is saying,
-Thanks for giving us what we need in a
station wagon.Thanks for giving us
Volare."
Price and !born. Not one... but two
reasons why Vole,* is on top

c- Jim Fain Motors

810 Sycamore

753-0632
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